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was prepared, the opposition not able to hit by surprise
and the Sunday assault failed. So, the mayhem makers
RE: SATAN IS CERTAINLY ALIVE, WELL AND tried for the “big one” on Monday, May First (a
LIVING UP TO HIS REPUTATION OF “DUMP” ON meaningful day in the activities of Satan, et al.).
The assault on the government houses was
PLANET EARTH, WHICH INCLUDES THE PHILIPPINES.
extremely well planned and directed right down to the
Hatonn—Most people will have no idea of the literal assault itself. I don’t need to talk about the
pandemonium and mayhem in Manila, Philippines as confusion because it was typical of any place where
other hot spots take the spotlight around the globe. It inciting to riot is a well-prepared game. I want to
is THE one which should take TOP notice. This talk about the “Satanic Dumping Syndrome”.
Major political leaders were arrested with a “State of
government held, in the massive and well-supported
pull-down-the-government coup attempt of this week. Rebellion” proclaimed by the President (GMA).
One of the Senators who is a major “military” personage
There are a couple of things which make me
quite sorry EACH of you readers couldn’t have the now claims he will only be “taken”, if taken, “dead”. Is this
ongoing “live the experience” in Manila, so you more dramatics? Well, Lady Miriam has said worse, including
“If Erap is arrested (which he was) she was going to shoot
could see the workings as eyewitnesses.
herself—and then when she lost face over that one she said,
“If he is arrested I will jump out of an airplane without a
A LONG WEEK FOR OUR TEAM
parachute.” The public is suggesting she be made to keep that
A major nasty coup was scheduled to pull down the promise to the point of pushing her out of a plane. This is one
now administration on Sunday last but the administration outrageous person attached to a loudspeaker mouth.
Yesterday she had decided
to not turn State’s Evidence,
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pulled out her handy-dandy .45 pistol, laid it on her
desk and said she would shoot anyone coming to
arrest her. These are all done with great and loud
proclamations to the media at every turn. Even
her buddies are proclaiming her “insane”. But, she
just harangues more loudly that she is a top lawyer
in constitutional law trained at such prestigious
places as Harvard, Cambridge and parts U.S.A.
Her buddies are displeased with her because she
makes their proclamations look even sillier than her own.
On that “fugitive” list for pending arrest are wellknown “candidates” for senator, which are called
“Senatorables”. One is the former head of the
Philippine National Police (PNP); others are the coup
planners and some businessmen. It is not hard to
figure out who those might well be.
Drugs were provided for the rabble leaders to cause
them to commit violence and stupid actions under the
direction of organized leadership right from the military,
and offshoot military groups. They were also all
carrying larger bottles of booze along with knives,
machetes and guns (some homemade).

(Continued on page 2)
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The participants in this so-called EDSA III were
trucked in by trucks, jeepneys and busses. Stay tuned
for the aftermath follow-up.
Now let us consider logistics for a minute. Some
businessman or “men” met the cost of such massive
organized payoffs and gathering. How hard would it be
to guess even if you don’t know for sure?
It is someone with billions of dollars with which to
“play”. It is one who is very definitely working in behalf
of China and who is decidedly upset with the U.S. In
addition this person had to have enough pull to organize
a feeding program for 20,000-plus people a day and
night. It is known that over 40,000 “Hot” meals were
prepared and served at the gathering place along with a
handout of “pesos” to individuals. Now, who might be
able to organize and furnish that many meals?
Sure looks like someone who owns a big airline
would have to be in charge—and there is only one big
airline in the Philippines.
What has happened now? There are thousands of
displaced people with NOTHING and no backup in
Manila—abandoned. They can’t afford to eat; they are
dispersed by law if more than five are found together
within Metro Manila and immediate cities of what is
“Greater Manila”. They cannot afford to go home because
the coup failed and the promised pay did NOT come; the
return home transports left angry and would not take
the people home—and thus you have angry, hungry
and homeless “children” wondering what happened.
The thing was so organized that dumptruck loads of
“stoning” rocks were provided the rabble marchers who
followed the trained “pipers”. Vehicles were turned over
and set afire after being stripped and looted. Businesses,
especially food stores were trashed and looted for
“breakfast” on May One.

documents filled out, Hong Kong loomed ahead—and then
a few hours more and you are put through the Hong
Kong nightmare (but far more graciously) red-tape. Now
you wait because the return trip is immediate so you
WAIT. Next, you take a longer journey than the flight
over—to the end of the airport where PAL has its
boarding area. Keep in mind that you also had to hold
in reserve an extra ticket out of Manila left “open” to
make sure you are prepared to leave the Philippines if
they decide to push you out. This is MANDATORY.
This replaces “welfare”, it is supposed, except that the
Philippines has retirement programs, pension plans and
other small assistance programs—but they just don’t pay
them. The going program, therefore, is con, scam
and theft by whatever means is available, it appears
from this observation deck.
So a little 737 craft finally shows up at the Hong
Kong loading dock and does get loaded. Ekkers were
positioned at the leading edge of the left wing.
After being handed more forms to fill out, the plane
fills up and heads for the take-off runway behind a
bunch of international planes. The left engine is leaking
oil and when power is applied for takeoff the smoke
bellows out of the same engine, up and over the wing.
It was a rather unnerving experience in studying
“boundary layer effect”. Fortunately, the show stopped
when altitude was reached.
When reaching Manila it was noted that the dense smog
level was at least 8 to 9 thousand feet deep and generally
it was a relief to be on the ground wherever you found self.
But the most interesting thing was that at PAL terminal
the place was too full of PAL aircraft to even allow the little
737 near the terminal. It was offloaded by portable stairs
and a shuttle-bus was supplied to get passengers to the
terminal. Now why would almost all of the PAL aircraft
be parked there? It appeared all of the Big Fleet
Liners were right there, parked. The little 737 was
even assigned a special luggage pickup space while
there were no other luggage movers doing anything.
It is interesting to note that the “better” flight food
was loaded in Hong Kong—so just where did the food
for those over 40-thousand “hot meals” come from? Has
anyone noted that Mr. Lucio Tan has a lot of money and
also owns the catering service for the airline, along with
the airline? It is supposed that to meet the requirements
during the EDSA days he had to run three full shifts at
the preparation point and had to hold flights just to get
the job done—IT APPEARS. Now it is catch-up time
to get those flights back on line properly. This means
that the names of the caterers and service vehicles had
to be covered to prevent identification and then put back
into service properly.
Just another interesting day in Manila? Yes, as least
as interesting as the Hong Kong flu.
Is this a “for real” story? Oh, goodness, yes, a lot
of the hotel staff went, checked in at EDSA, ate, stayed
the required hour and collected 200 pesos ($4) or
nothing, whichever came first as to supply and demand,
and went their way. It was still a big lark going to the
area of takeover. It never occurred to the people that
there would actually be a problem with a bit of head
bashing and rock pounding from the guy next door who
wasn’t very good at stone throwing. Many were
arrested for trashing businesses and looting. But the
game stopped being funny by daylight.
Of the real ringleaders nabbed at street level, and
booked, they ALL tested positive for both booze and
drugs. They were totally glassy-eyed but in MEAN
moods. They are quick to say now that they were paid

CONFIRMATION?
Oh, well, come hell or high-water the Ekkers had to
meet visa requirements which come annually to a point
where the country must be exited (at great expense) ON
SCHEDULE WITH EXIT VISA CLEARANCE and a
mandatory trip to “somewhere off-shore”.
Wow, all that was scheduled for Thursday the third.
So all came down with a 4:30 a.m. get-up-and-go.
First, they were taken to International airport only to
wait in line to find that they were at the WRONG
AIRPORT. It seems PAL has its own terminal. So,
speeding along they make it to the proper airport only to
start the clearing process of two hours in every line
possibly conceived and whereat a “fee” is extracted.
Finally, there is an arrival at “Immigration” only to
be stopped for a “rip-off” attempt. The tickets were for
the third but the visa clearance read the “2nd”. The lady
was not going to accept such a discrepancy even though
there is a “seven day” grace program. A supervisor,
however, was nearby and since this had pulled all
processing of anyone in the line, the man in charge very
angrily just told her to accept the documents. Then she
was annoyed because, for goodness sakes, the passport
books were FULL already, as if they were stamped just
to annoy this agent. She proceeded to give a full lecture
on the matter of visas, extensions, etc., and she could
easily see that the paperwork had been done through the
proper departments THROUGH A TRAVEL AGENT (the
largest in the Philippines). If you travel, DO NOT CUT
CORNERS, FOR THAT CUTTING WILL BE DEARLY
PAID FOR SOONER OR LATER.
By the time a breakfast was served and the “more”
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with the drugs, booze AND money.
Now, people, I take your time to show you that this
is the general mode of operation everywhere. The major
powers and orchestrators in charge, i.e., the International
Bankers and Intelligence agencies are absolutely livid over
the fiasco. “Murder” is being discussed and
intermingling agents are being tucked away.
There was a full plan to assassinate both former
President Estrada and his son Jingoy, AND Mrs.
President GMA. (Or so the story went.) The confusion
is great but the facts are coming to the surface.
There are “notables” MISSING in the fray. One of
the major politically public personalities missing during
the days of assault and mayhem is former President
Ramos—and very, very little is heard from former
President Cory Aquino.
I can, yes, rerun the SPOTLIGHT article run before the
1998 election regarding what was SUPPOSED TO HAPPEN
IN THAT ELECTION. You might find it even more
interesting as to possibilities in what is now taking place.
It also may well give reason that a couple of our writings
which mentioned Mr. Ramos personally, might have made him
instantly angry. We just can never know, can we? And
yet, if we fail to write the news as is, we are as guilty
of managing news as is the establishment media.
I suggest that there are some interesting coincidental
happenings which give a bit of insight in all the confusion.
Do we “blame” “a” Mr. Ramos for something or other?
NO, this is not a game of “blame somebody”. It is
just somewhat interesting that Mr. Ramos was always
in the orchestra conductor’s seat or podium and
suddenly the papers are devoid of his presence.
I would suggest that former President Erap be well
attended because it is going to come out that he was
HAD by his buddies—and since they were READY TO
ASSASSINATE HIM AND GMA “THIS” WEEK, THAT
THEY WILL STILL WANT TO SILENCE HIM
BEFORE HE CAN FINISH SPILLING THE
REMAINING BEANS.
It is surely worthy of the time and effort to
simply again copy the SPOTLIGHT article so that
you can have a reminder of prior plans for the
Philippines as far back as June 1998.
[QUOTING SPOTLIGHT, June 22, 1998:]
DANGER LOOMS IN PHILIPPINES
BY PAUL MOTIER
A power play in the Philippines
could lead to a U.S.-backed dictatorship.
MANILA, PHILIPPINES—In a stunning move that
shocked the nation, outgoing Philippine President Fidel
Ramos fired Solicitor General Romeo de la Cruz just two
weeks before the inauguration of populist [sic] Presidentelect Jose Erap Estrada.
The unprecedented move was in retaliation to a 34page report which de la Cruz had filed with the Philippine
Supreme Court stating that there was no evidence to
back up the conviction and 12-year jail sentence of
former first lady Imelda Romualdez Marcos. The
charge: She had illegally built a hospital with nongovernment funds.
De la Cruz urged the top court to reverse the
conviction which everyone in the Philippines knows was
made by a politicized court under the influence of Ramos
and his revolutionary predecessor, Corazon C. Aquino.
What so infuriated Ramos was that he had
appointed de la Cruz as solicitor general and saw
the report as “high treason”.
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Ramos is himself a master traitor who has in his
lifetime betrayed his cousin and benefactor, Ferdinand
Marcos, in 1986 in his capacity as a CIA asset and
informer. He has betrayed the legal government he was
sworn to uphold and betrayed the Philippine people by
helping to steal the 1986 election.
He has betrayed his wife by supporting a mistress in
lavish style at taxpayers’ expense.
Ramos apparently never imagined that de la Cruz
would do his job honestly.
Under the unconstitutional and unlawful Aquino and
Ramos regimes of the last 12 years, the unforeseen
appearance of an honest and courageous justice official
must have been traumatic indeed.
As soon as de la Cruz’s Supreme Court report
became known by the cabal that has been running the
Philippines since it overthrew the Marcos government in
1986, Ramos got his marching orders by cabal
spokesman Stephen Bosworth, the U.S. State Department
functionary who organized the kidnapping of the Marcos
family into forced exile and detainment that year.
Bosworth was backed by U.S. federal Judge Manuel
Real, the Lyndon Johnson-appointee known for his
communist sympathies, his violent temper and tyrannical
ways as well as having the dubious distinction of being
the most overturned judge in American legal history.
Ramos, now a lame duck with no political future,
was told to fire de la Cruz and to find a way to overturn
the election of the populist and popularly-elected Estrada.

served in the Japanese puppet government.
“People power” was the catch word which was
coined by the Madison Avenue public relations firms in
charge of destabilizing and overthrowing the Marcos
government, and used by the media to justify the illegal
coup against the legally-elected Marcos.
In fact, there was never any “people power” except in
the scripts from Madison Avenue and their press hand-outs.
[H: Just like those “weapons of mass destruction” used
as a term which finally through boredom turned off
thinking minds. That is a typical “mind-control”
conditioning process.] The Filipino people were victims
of a massive globalist power grab by violent means.
The plutocrat Aquino is once more calling on her
communist allies headed by the rich Red boss Ma Sisson.
It was Sisson who organized, with Ninoy Aquino, the
Plaza Miranda bombing which massacred the entire
political opposition to the Marcos government, thus
leaving Aquino as the sole opposition leader.
Whether the Clinton administration will be able to
contain the Bosworth-Michael Armacost-Real cabal and
avoid yet another massive intrusion in the affairs of
another sovereign country is still to be ascertained.
This time, “People power” may manifest itself by
stopping the Aquino-Ramos efforts just as all the AquinoRamos candidates were defeated at the polls.
Should Estrada be assassinated, apparently with the
hope that Vice President Arroyo Macapagal would
replace him, political observers are certain civil war
would erupt. The voters may have had enough of
plutocratic intervention in Philippine affairs.
[END OF QUOTING]
Comments? Oh, that isn’t too safe for Fingers if I say
too much. You have watched this unfold—and if you can’t
translate the happenings, then you aren’t paying attention.
ONE OF THE PLANS FOR THIS WEEK WAS TO
ASSASSINATE ESTRADA AND HIS SON AND HAVE AN
OVER-RUNNING OF MALACAÑANG AND TAKE OUT
PRESIDENT GMA AS WELL. THE PLAN AS
SCATTERED ABOUT WOULD BE A DIRECT TAKEOVER
BY A “SILENT” (IN THE BEGINNING) F. RAMOS
UNDER THE FRONT OF JUAN PONCE ENRILE. THAT
WOULD ALSO THEN BE NEED TO TAKE OUT THE
VICE PRESIDENT (GUINGONA) AND SET ASIDE
CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER OF SUCCESSION.
This, in turn, would turn over the Philippines—hook, line,
and all the way to the ears—to the United States of America
control through the “AMBOYS” (American “Boys”).
In the article just shared again, there is a picture of
Ramos with a caption “... Plans power play.”
You who think you would enjoy the
involvement of “living dangerously” (as the movie
went), it might be wise to think another time about it.
I just had my two people on a flight to Hong
Kong to mandatorily get visas cleared properly. They
were flown back to Manila in such a third-rate craft
as to have mismatched seat coverings and make-do
facilities while being parked so far from the terminal
at landing as to be no danger to any of the terminal
area if anything untoward took place. Frightening?
Not as frightening as with Rick and Charles because
the plane was one of the bigger ones on that flight in
Feb. 1999. This plane used Thursday is just a little
ready-to-retire craft so a loss wouldn’t be too great.
Something is wrong, people, when a plane is not allowed
room to even park at the terminal port—at a new
terminal specifically set aside for Philippine Air Lines.
An interesting clue to something being unusual was
that at first the flight was only a tenth filled. The

CALAMITY FOR GLOBALISTS
The Estrada election was a calamity for the globalists
and State Department Brahmins. Estrada was elected
because former first lady Imelda Marcos withdrew from
the presidential race and asked the 6 million-strong
Marcos loyalists to support Estrada.
The swift move did not leave enough time for the
Aquino-Ramos-State Department cabal to rig the election
as they counted on the split Marcos-Estrada vote to have
their own nominees elected.
The plutocrats frantically spent in excess of $260
million to secure the elections for their flunkies. In this
they received full logistical support from the State
Department and various U.S. agencies such as the CIA
under the direction of Bosworth and Real—the two
predators who have relentlessly tried to steal the Marcos
assets for the past 12 years.
It was a sign of great sophistication from the
Philippine electorate that they were not bamboozled by
the anti-Estrada media blitz and all the anti-Marcos
machinations and went on to elect Estrada by a landslide.
Also elected with wide pluralities were Ferdinand Marcos
Jr. (the son of the late president) as governor of the key
Ilocos Norte province, Imee Marcos to Congress and all
the Romualdez (relatives of Imelda) candidates to the
offices they were seeking.
OVERTHROW ORDERED
Ramos has been instructed to take all steps to
overthrow the Estrada presidency, just as he and the
seditious Enrile and Aquino overthrew the just-elected
Marcos government in 1986.
Aquino had already made the threat to use “people
power” to overthrow the Estrada government if Marcos
is buried on July 11 in the Cemetery of Heroes, a burial
to which he is entitled because of heroic World War II
record. He fought the Japanese while the Aquinos
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passengers didn’t show up until after “departure time”.
In addition, the one introducing the Captains’ crew,
stumbled over both names indicating the crew actually
knew neither captain. Another interesting clue—when it
arrived at Hong Kong it was empty. Nobody got off.
Is it a good idea to blow up my own crew? NOT
VERY! After landing we actually side-tracked out of the
usual Taxi port and hired a nice off-the-street vehicle.
SO, TO THE IMF/WB AND DARING DO’S
In other words, are we doing Ok? I won’t talk
about that except to say that, yes, the current happenings
cause the administration to PAY ATTENTION without
any prodding from us. We actually have “VIPs” trying
to get ahead of one another, while claiming to have no
fear of the controlling IMF (claim to have reason to feel
no fear) trying to beat the administration to the “GAIA”
game. This is not difficult since the administration is
directed by old CIA players. It will unfold exactly as it
will unfold with all the security instructions IN PLACE—
and we will let it unfold cleanly and properly.
Now, if you wish to deny that it could be a bit
touch and go, I suggest you go RE-READ the above
article. Then check out where the missing assassination
possibilities are hidden and try to see why we ask to
avoid sensational headlines, too much information, and
shudder over loose tongues, be they in Manila or back
home “Littletown” U.S.A.
This has been a joint Chinese-U.S.A. coup
attempt, at the least, with the Chinese wanting to
take out the U.S. strongholds.
The STAR headline today was “OVER THE
HUMP...”. Well, perhaps WE may have gotten
over a hump or two as well!
Isn’t it simply amazing how quickly Satan dumps his
people when he is through using them? Meanwhile the
evil servants will be left to face the music, pay the piper
and ne’er will there be any sign of help from the
temptor, himself, while all the rats scatter.
Now you who are readers: How much forgiving,
forgetting and paying off should we do for the privilege
of struggling against all odds and losses? No, don’t give
me the old “but you must...”. NO, we “don’t MUST”.
It might well be TIME to check out WHY the
partner’s “cut and run” crew, cut and ran! Perhaps
some of you would like to consider suing the
damaging parties if you feel damaged over your
association with US. “Good business” was one
“reason” given for destroying property back home
while “dark-tinged” energies was your offered
reason for dumping Ekkers without backup or funds
in Manila, 9000 miles from home. Who IS Rick
Martin-Cortright? Who is Charles Neil? Who IS
Dr. Young, doing a tiny paper while holding at least
three claimed advanced degrees in such as physics
and engineering? How many of YOU actually know
the location of “the Martins”? How many of YOU
know the location of Charles Neil TODAY? How
much do you think they got PAID to pull their
antics? Do YOU really think “I” would serve in
that motley crew of cheats and liars?
WHO IS GOING TO PAY THE DEBTS? OR,
BETTER PUT: WILL THOSE TAKERS PAY BACK
THE PRESUMED DUE-AND-OWING? IT APPEARS
THAT AFTER PROMISING GREAT AND
WONDROUS ABUNDANCE AND “LIGHTED”
INPUT—THEY REFUSE TO EVEN IDENTIFY
THEMSELVES. THEY CONTINUE TO BEG FOR
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DONATIONS WITHOUT ANY POSSIBILITY OF
PAYING BACK “ANYTHING”. THAT IS NOT
GOD’S WAY, MY GOOD PEOPLE.
So, in the confusion it is impossible to see WHO is
“on your side” or “on the other side”. Remember right
here in Manila that President GMA was educated, WITH
BILLY CLINTON, in the U.S. and is AN ECONOMIST
by training. She is a Ramos-run-puppet for practical
purposes—and she will play the game as told or good
health may well be jeopardized. Regardless of
whereat you might find Ramos, you will find him
staunchly supporting and directing Mrs. GMA.
Therefore, you can count on first a denial of any
basis for GAIA’s contract. If you realize that right up
front, you won’t be disappointed AND the end of this
game is not yet in sight. In the upstart we didn’t want
to have anything to do with government or even any
kind of political intrigue. Believe me when I remind you
that there is such trouble fermenting in the Central Bank
as to accounting or auditing that you don’t need
government to make your (or their) lives interesting.
If her ladyship denies use of our program AFTER
gold is starting to come in, it will not be acceptable, for
the fingers of “recovery” will be far-reaching.
You are going to find, probably, that the idea for the
meeting of the former President and the new President
will prove to probably have come directly from the U.S.
through its local channels (Embassy, etc.). Only the
very tip of the iceberg shows, readers. There is no point
in outguessing the power brokers—just let it unfold,
keep all noses clean and clear and check out every
opportunity while paying attention to all possible clues
and tracks. I remind you that Ramos, the power
director, is directly from West Point, U.S.A. He and his
predecessor got far more in payoff and kickbacks than
Estrada ever thought about. Estrada was being set up
for the fall and got caught in the tarbaby trap in the
middle of the bramble bush. And no, we don’t have
disagreements with a Ramos or anyone else. The
powers in charge can be as silent with the program as
is possible—and it will make us very happy, indeed.
And, yes, it CAN be that way.
If Mrs. GMA believes that there is no basis for our
program, then she has been told as much. Note that it
is not denied but she is given a round-about “no basis...”.
That is typical of the “sidestep” mode of operation. It
is too difficult to deny that which is already in use by the
highest powers in the land of opportunity.
Why was Ramos, however, the loudest and most
photographed person, along with Cory Aquino, only to
become obscure and hidden now through this political
confusion? This is typically called “silent manipulation”.
Are we somehow here to “save the world”?
NO, we are NOT.
It is SAID that this recent confusion is a Chinese
“thing”—but it smacks of full CIA manipulation. We
certainly wouldn’t be surprised if the President GMA
never even sees the choices given her. She is going
to prove to probably be an “AMGAL” (American Girl)—
but my dear people: GOLD SPEAKS LOUDER EVEN
THAN POLITICIANS WHO ARE ALWAYS AFTER
THE GOLD—AND THE POWER THAT COMES WITH
THE POLITICAL POSITION.
There is a tale called the “Never Ending Story” and
it is somewhat like this in that this is never ending—IS
IT? With every twist and turn is another lesson, so stay
alert, share the energy input and let’s get this done.
Salu, GCH
dharma

Graduation: From Hell
Into Cosmic Reality
4/30/01—#1 (14-257)
RE: PHILIPPINE CHAOS, SWELTERING
HEAT AND FATIGUE
CONFUSION, ESPECIALLY ON MANY FRONTS
It is extremely difficult for either “side” to
function well under such circumstances, for in 100degree heat in a Tropical climate—there is no way
to keep heads cool and tempers down.
Ekkers awakened before dawn this morning to chanting;
thousands of “Poor People Power” participants marching
to the Aquino monument in the Makati business center.
Payback time? No, “payoff” time. The holders of illgotten wealth are having to distribute some of it back to
those poor people from whom it was stolen in the first
place. However, the people don’t even stop to realize that
is where most of the payments for participation originate.
There has been a large Chinese contribution to the
payoffs of a couple of dollars to a top of $10 (except for
the high-level paid enforcement teams and political
participation). However, the major call is coming from the
Estrada camp to simply make noise and destroy property.
One point, against the business community in the
orderly business district, is to march while stopping to
poop or urinate on everything along the way of the
“march”. When will leadership in power wake up
enough to use the tools given them? I would guess it
won’t be much longer—BUT more suffering for the
people seems to also be part of the Elitist Plan.
How long will this planned insanity last? Until
someone comes up with a better program than a tradeoff
of $2 or $10. The backing of the Poor PP is not present
at EDSA III; there is no food, no restrooms facilities and
general pandemonium. When the anger enters the picture
and the circus dancing stops, it can become deadly.
Please recognize that here, people have no perception
as might be present in a better-equipped society. Most
of the people of the “Elite” participants are also able to
live in the U.S. and certainly were and are being educated
in the most prestigious universities in the U.S., especially
Harvard, Yale and the Military academies. I remind you
all that it was not planned by the New World Order
that Erap Estrada would be elected. It was planned
and is still underway in fruition that Ramos would
fall heir to full control of the whole area.
Erap Estrada KNOWS who his enemies are and he
is dangerous to the New World Order, BUT, so too is
the Arroyo administration because of the intense
economic pressures. However, Ramos directs just about
“everything” and is the top Secretary of Foreign Affairs.
With the IMF getting deeper and deeper into the
yogurt, and it is said that Ramos was the top grafter
with said organization, it looks a bit testy. We, therefore,
have an interesting national problem. Of course, the most
desirable thing for the interfering “neighbors” is to
precipitate some kind of military take-over in the name
of protecting the administration and the nation.
That scenario is taking place all around
Southeast Asia while the sides are heating up in the

major-player nations like Russia-China who are
actually signing joint security treaties right NOW.
If the U.S. and IBC continue to disallow use of our
program, they are making a terrible error. Mr. Bush
could look very good or continue his role as top terrorist.
It certainly is a clash between good and evil, friends but,
yes, God usually makes alternatives interesting enough to
hopefully cause intelligence and wisdom to have top
consideration, especially among his own responsible parties.
When you talk about putting Erap back into the
Presidency—it CANNOT BE. At best, to get him
back into the Administration, he would have to come
back under a shelter as “DICTATOR”. You see,
people have no idea what it is they do or demand.
Moreover, he was impeached and indicted under the
LAW and the CONSTITUTION. Impeach means
“charged”—and indicted indicates evidence enough
to have a TRIAL to determine EVIDENCE.
Erap claims to the ignorant masa that he had
no opportunity to “be heard”. Well, that, ladies
and gentlemen, WAS HIS DECISION AND HIS
ALONE. And yet, defense of self in his instance
was a very bad move every time he spoke. He
simply further tightened the hanging noose every
time he spoke, especially to the public.
Mayhem in the streets will cost everyone pain
and a lost week—except to us—where it only
APPEARS costly as you count days and budgets.
Tomorrow is “Labor Day” here in the Philippines.
That can’t mean much, however, since poverty is the
name of the game and jobs are so precious. It is
interesting to note that people with even meager jobs,
however, have attended their jobs for the most part.
They have participated, however, by being at the “park”
to pick up their little payoff for attendance, after their
regular work hours. The employees right at this hotel
just giggle, look embarrassed and tell on themselves. Is
it actually some type of “free lunch”, and a puny lunch
at that, which represents some type of participation? The
people will not get paid as much for their bought votes
and the people only see the hopelessness.
Why has such a concerted effort been made to
bury GAIA? Because the “masa” is going to be
SERIOUSLY angry when they find out their
suffering COULD HAVE BEEN alleviated. The cat is
no longer stuffed into the back of the closet, so IT
WILL come out. That is toward the goal we have
labored to achieve. Yes, it is a program necessary for
around-the-globe assistance—but we need to stay the
course until we have a workable product for use. How
long will it take? It will take exactly as long as it takes.
Thank you, Little Crow, as your wisdom puts it all into
perspective. What is your rush anyway?
Robert Redford was a great friend of A.C. and E.J.’s
father. He and his film crew went to ride, on their own
time, the Outlaw Trails and check out more “in depth”
the “Robbers’ Roost area”. The visitors took their horses
and started tearing out across the flat at full gallop as is
given to be done in a movie. Arthur (Dad) was riding
with Redford and he stopped the foolishness by asking
everyone: “What’s the all-fired hurry, you are going to
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By the way, you had best get a good clear definition
of “LOVE” while you are at it. You abuse and misuse
that term right to the “do gooding” charade. Don’t give
me “Soul Mate and Twin Flame”—give me TRUTH and
stop deceiving self and others. Oh, students, it is a most
difficult thing to graduate from hell into the Cosmic
reality of expression. Halfway house is not some space
station, for it is more physically limiting than on your
surface. WHAT IS YOUR GAME?
Since we have been asked to share the GATA
information as it is offered, we can do that—for many
are trying to keep up with the gold revelations, as to
manipulation, as the control-snatch game heats up.
Fine, it doesn’t take much to give insight and even
though our program is not focused around that
control project, you NEED TO KNOW WHAT IS
THE RESULT OF THE ONGOING PLAN TO
GRAB IT ALL AWAY FROM YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
However, know it: China and Russia are getting off
your run-away train headed for disaster.
[QUOTING Ref: Reg Howe GATA update.
TO THAT OLD NASTY TOPIC OF GOLD
April 23, 2001 by Bill Murphy, Chairman, Gold
Why do you pretend to yourselves that somehow Anti-Trust Action Committee Inc.:]
gold is a nasty topic? Just because SOME people
REG HOWE FOUND “THE DRESS”!
worship the idea, all do not. Gold is God’s product
from formation to use. It is the best “sorting” tool
A brand new day is coming.
of all of the intent of man [Ask George Green!].
It is Sunday morning and I am reflecting a bit over
Misuse of the commodity has brought the economy to
its knees in quicksand. That is well recognized as the the past 27 months that Chris Powell and I, as well as
top item on the list of even the Elders of Zion: GET so many other stout GATA supporters, have been trying
CONTROL OF THE GOLD (MONEY SYSTEM) to wake up the gold/investment world that the gold
AND YOU WILL CONTROL THE WORLD. SO, market has been manipulated by certain bullion banks and
WHAT HAS TO BE ACCOMPLISHED TO CORRECT a faction of the U.S. Government.
It could not be more clear that we have reached
THAT LOPSIDED IMBALANCE? RIGHT!
I don’t need to talk much about the Treasures or an inflexion point. One can compare Reg Howe’s
gold “reserves” tucked away over in a place called discovery of the FED minutes to the discovery of
Philippines. The war on gold is globally manipulated “the Dress” in the Clinton/Lewinsky scandal or to
and that is what is needing to be addressed. I will John Dean’s testimony in the Watergate fiasco.
The difference is that Reg How’s revelations
give you an interesting insight to new discoveries of
great Treasures in places such as Peru. Old societies a r e f a r m o r e c o n s e q u e n t i a l t h a n t h o s e t w o
of the mud-brick era—along with its evil sacrifice scandals. As the news and the facts spread, and
program—have seen shifting of the greater treasure this time they will, the ramifications of the findings
stashes to, yes, indeed, the area of the Philippines. will be felt around the world. Think on these things:
* Alan Greenspan has been caught deceiving
Do you ever get an idea that somehow physical
experience on Planet Earth just “might be the experience Senator Leiberman, who is already campaigning to
of evil” as in “Hell”? May I remind you that in the great run for President in 2004.
* U.S. Treasury officials have misrepresented that
times of sorting and the visitations of the Anunnaki and
the visitors from Nibiru, there is great cataclysmic the ESF [Equalization Stabilization Fund] was not involved
change. Usually the change is so great as to have in the gold market to Congressmen and citizens all over
civilization “lost in the wilderness”. IT IS THAT TIME the world, who queried whether they were doing so.
* The Black-led governments of South Africa took
AGAIN! We are standing by and you are trapped on a
physical place of your own making and no, their will be over in 1994—just at the time the BIS/ESF gold
no “Salvation of human beings in a Rapture” of some suppression scheme was put into high gear. The
kind dreamed up by preachers to save your bacon. That consistent depression of the gold price has been very
is the hard truth about it. You can, in collective thought, negative for the economy of South Africa and for other
present positive progression, yea, even to presentation of poor African gold-producing countries. Therefore, the
movement forward which will be perceived as that “dual” South African government has not had the funds it
planet theory. That means that the memories of experience should have had to treat terrible unemployment, crime and
will be mainly left to the goodly transfers while the evil disease problems. They have been criticized for
game will be left to basically play out its program in ineffective leadership—thanks to former Treasury
Secretary Robert Rubin, Alan Greenspan, the BIS and
“Hell” as our above interpretation might suggest.
You are always given, before catastrophic change, a Goldman Sachs/J.P. Morgan/Chase and company.
* One would think the opposition party in Britain
chance to realize what took place that brought down
your physical place. Note the widespread use of would roast prime Minister Blair for selling half of
“sacrifice” which is murder, never sacrifice. Note the England’s gold to perpetuate the gold fraud scheme.
patterns of those things being uncovered, yea even in [H: No, you have a hoof-and-mouth distraction.]
* How do you think Germans will react when they
Peru. The messengers, in truth, are never well received
because the TRUTH counters just about everything the realize half or all of their gold is gone? Inflation is on
its way back and they have no gold—or will have none
witchdoctors conjure to entertain you.
use up your horses before mid-morning.” And, “What
do you have to do more important than this?”
Redford “did” the speaker’s honors at Dad’s funeral.
He was coming in from “Sundance” and had to catch a
chartered plane to get to the funeral. He said he got
behind a truck in the Canyon (Provo [Sundance]) and
was about to have a breakdown as he couldn’t pass and
time was slipping away. He chewed and fumed and finally
it struck him what Dad was saying. He had a “chartered”
plane waiting and Dad wasn’t going anywhere; all he
was doing was getting heartburn of his nerves.
We must always place things in perspective and realize
that there is usually a bigger plan, even if it is only to give
you something to speak about at a funeral. Plus, Mr.
Redford learned something—take your time, treat your
people (and your horses) well and you can stay the course
intact. You can either have success by doing the job right
or you can fail “forever”. That at some time in any
“game” becomes totally up to YOU which is the outcome.
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if the U.S. decides not to give it back to them. No one
dreads inflation more than the Germans and their gold is
missing. One would think whoever is responsible for the
emptying of the gold vault in Germany is in big trouble.
Somebody over there is going to have a field day with it.
* And who suckered the Swiss to dump 1,000 tonnes
of gold at these rock-bottom prices to perpetuate the
scheme? As the investment world realizes 5,000 to 11,000
more tonnes of gold has left central bank vaults than
recognized by the gold industry, the gold price is going to
soar. The brilliant and lonely voice of Frank Veneroso is
going to be proved correct. The reputation of the Swiss
as being so bright and clever is headed for the toilet.
* What do you think the reaction is going to be by
the Prime Ministers of all the gold-producing countries in
Africa, or in other Third World nations around the world?
As Reg said in his filing: “E. Defendants Summers,
Greenspan and McDonough Knew or Should Have
Known that Suppressing Gold Prices through the BIS or
Otherwise Is Contrary to U.S. Foreign Policy toward
Sub-Saharan Africa.” How do you think they will reflect
on the IMF’s proposed gold sales in 1999, which failed
to secure approval by Congress? That would have
allowed 3000 tonnes of IMF gold to be injected in the
physical gold market over time to keep the price of gold
depressed even longer than it already has been. Clinton
and Rubin urged that the IMF gold sales be allowed to
go through to help the poor. What hypocrites!
[H: Can anyone guess WHY Clinton was a big
mouth in Africa at the recent AIDS/UN “Summit”?
Moreover, what do you think was the payoff to
Clinton from the new administration for Marc
Rich’s freedom? Remember that George Sr. was a
partner of the Arkansas drug cartel at such places
as Mena, Arkansas. The “players” are all part of
the SAME game, friends, and until you understand
that, you will miss the little devious games of
dropping charges against Clinton, etc. In
exchange for what? These are not even “subtle”
kickbacks or payoffs. Perhaps we should take the
time to share Skolnik’s references to these
“deals”. We check on our workload and see if we
can squeeze in the time to bring it to copy.
Others can scan in these things, Dharma has to
type it letter for letter. We would not change
that if we had a dozen scanners. But remember
something important, readers: Mr. Skolnik has to
depend on informers—and we certainly know that
all those informers are NOT valid resources but
are disinformers and disinformation pushers.
Be carefully aware and you CAN learn a lot.]
* Can you imagine what the Russians will do with
this! America preaches the importance of free markets
to the rest of the world while we are doing the opposite
in the gold market by controlling the price. What was
the Cold War all about anyway? What we have here is
nothing less than Big Brother doing his thing. The
Communists would be proud. The State rules. Down
with freedom, the truth, competition and anti-trust laws.
Hail to order, the Government and insider bullion banks.
* Fair play is down the drain in the U.S.
How would you have liked to have practically
interest-free money at your disposal the past 7 years?
I could go on and on. I am sure you get the
picture and it is not a pretty one.
The good news is that the price of gold is going
to roar. The gold time bomb I have talked about so
long is going to go off and it can happen at any time.
The ticking noise is now DEAFENING!!!
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Junior gold companies such as Golden Star
Resources (GSR in Toronto) are truly the bargain buys
of a lifetime. I speak often of GSR because that is
where my money is and I know the company well. It
is also Frank Veneroso’s number one pick. CEO Peter
Bradford will be attending the GATA African Gold
Summit in Durban on May 10.
Why is that especially so right now? Because the
investment world is finally going to realize Frank
Veneroso is correct and that up to 11,000 tonnes of gold,
that was supposed to be in central banks coffers, is
GONE. Demand for gold therefore has been that much
greater than the investing public has been led to believe.
The investing world will also realize the shorts are
trapped and cannot get out. The sharks will begin to
circle the vulnerable Gold Cartel.
Many of these junior/exploration companies are
priced at near bankruptcy levels. It is the outhouse-tothe-penthouse story coming. Gold companies that can
deliver new gold supply in the next 10 years are going
to go to astronomical premiums. The ones that have
gold production now will go first—companies like High
River Gold in Toronto. The exploration companies, like
Samex in Vancouver, will be next.
I have been so involved with GATA that I had
little time to check out other wonderful junior/
exploration companies, many of which are Cafe
members. That is what the likes of Bob Bishop,
Bob Chapman, Jay Taylor and Sir Harry Schultz do
so well. They are all Cafe members too.
It is time to do your gold company homework.
Whether the gold bomb goes off next week or next
month, it is coming. The truth is going to prevail
against the evil ones.
Bill Murphy, Chairman, GATA
[END OF QUOTING]
I have included the “sales” statements because gold
is “these people’s business product”. I do not, no,
suggest you run out and buy anything. The intention of
the Big Boys is to first totally bankrupt these “junior”
companies so that they can steal the corporations at
which point investors WILL LOSE IT ALL. The
reasoning is correct, the manipulation will interrupt the
free flow. This is why we take an entirely different
approach and one which secures rather than allows graft
and corruption through market manipulations in secret
chambers of Secret Masters.
Our prior partners say our approach won’t work. I
say that our approach is the ONLY ONE THAT WILL
WORK. We are queried about why our antagonists are,
through Dr. Al, finally speaking on the gold situation. I
have no comment but it is, after all, the number one
Protocol: “Get control of the gold (money).”
I am also aware of Mr. Martin’s interest in organic
gardening. That is very good because people who follow
the yellow brick road, not to be confused with gold, will
certainly need something to eat. Rick is an excellent
writer and compiler of good information. I hope he
continues to have great interests in organic gardening for
I happen to know where there are over 100 acres of
organic-qualified land gone to waste by deliberate
actions. So be it. We also had underground growing
facilities where conditions could be totally controlled.
That was basically Rick’s project and I hope he remains
interested in order to continue that intent. He gathered
in information and seeds for use in holding non-hybrid
stock for reproduction purposes. It remains to be seen
what will happen to those dying projects.
The one reason I have asked that the Spelt and

beans at the farm be maintained if possible is that they
are non-hybrid and you WILL come to a day where you
need the food. I do, however, suggest you not scoff at
all hybrids, for you are going to need FOOD. It is better
to have modified plants for production than to eat all the
insecticides required to produce crops at all. You do not
need to return to the cave with sticks and stones for
farming, chelas. Even Rick always used Ekkers’
PERSONAL tillers, etc., to do his gardens—do you
suppose he STILL DOES? The machinery was among
that thieved while admitting that “they had it”. Wait a
while and many things become either known or suspect.
As to Skolnick’s presentations, yes, we get most of
them but we have our own fish to fry. We make an
effort to fill our role and let people like Skolnick fill his.
Because you are right into integrated politics we
can offer one of Skolnick’s recent offering on that
topic so read it and weep. And, yes, we DO fully
intend to help such as Skolnick stay afloat when we
get some help and stability for our own programs.
There are many who must have help, for with Internet
there is little left from which to make a living.
We are not eager, however, to keep his
disinformers alive and thriving in the LIES. We
won’t enlarge on that topic herein.
Sherman H. Skolnick can be accessed at:
(skolnick@ameritech.net)
and
(http://
www.skolnicksreport.com).
On March 18, 2001 Skolnick’s topic was titled:
PARDONGATE AND BUSHFRAUD.
[QUOTING:]
Some continue to assert that George W. Bush is a
tainted president who took the seat of power under
circumstances they call Bushfraud. Some go even
further, and proclaim that the Elder Bush, the sons Jeb
and George W., are part of a “fascist coup”.
Others call the final hours of the Clinton
Administration as Pardongate. Thus referring to a foul
smell going up from some of more than 170 presidential
pardons and commutations Clinton entered at the last
moments of his apparent constitutional authority. [H:
PAY ATTENTION AND FOLLOW THE DOTS TO
GET THE PICTURE, THE PAYOFF, AND THE
BARGAINING CHIPS.]
A profound consideration of the events and
players involved show there are links between
Pardongate and Bushfraud.
Some of the players and events:
* HUGH RODHAM: Brother of the former First
Lady HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON elected in
2000 as a Senator from New York.
Hillary is accused of taking massive benefits, if not
actual bribes, to arrange to set loose a group of Hassidic
Jews who swindled the federal government of some $30
million with a fake village development. Available to
federal grand juries looking into possible corruption by
Clinton as president are audio tapes and other evidence
directly implicating Hillary as reputed “bag lady” for her
husband, evidence which may become the basis of a
federal criminal indictment of her, and naming Bill as an
unindicted co-conspirator, for receiving financial benefits
and emoluments as a bribe or inducement to get her
husband, then president, to pardon the culprits.
As a Miami lawyer, Hugh Rodham seems to
specialize in defending—if not actually arranging the
affairs of—sizeable dope traffickers. He is reportedly
very knowledgeable on cocaine trafficking from
Colombia, involving the dope cartels as well as, more
recently, the activities of the Russian Mafiya combined
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with those illicit enterprises, all jointly with international
criminal MARC RICH (correct name: Reich), likewise
pardoned by Clinton. Rodham seemed to prosper during
the some 15 years JANET RENO was a south Florida
state prosecutor who somehow did not see fit to run
after dopers. A Florida attorney, Jack Thompson, ran
unsuccessfully to unseat Reno in 1988 as state
prosecutor. The monopoly press, he contends, failed to
report or act on his evidence and witnesses showing
Reno was subject to blackmail because she cavorted with
lesbian prostitutes and that she is a fallen down drunk
who assisted known criminals. His offer of testimony
and evidence was likewise rebuffed by the U.S.
Senate Committee in 1993 that ratified Reno’s
appointment to head the U.S. Justice Department.
Those in a position to know proclaim the acts
and doings of Hugh Rodham and Janet Reno were
interwoven with JEB BUSH, who became Florida
Governor. (Corruption knows no political party.)
For a period starting about 1977, with his Latino
wife, Jeb was stationed in Venezuela, where he
headed or played a key role in the branch of Texas
Commerce Bank owned in great part by his father,
George Herbert Walker Bush and his circle of oilsoaked confederates. Only rarely mentioned in the
monopoly press is that a sizeable portion of the
dope money coming back to the Colombian cartels
is transacted through next-door Venezuela.
From that point, Jeb reportedly became interwoven
laundering the funds of dope kingpins disguised often as
huge real estate projects, some of which went under,
damaging innocent investors. Jeb was also the eyes and
ears on occasion of the American CIA in Venezuela. In
its most direct role, the CIA acts as the petroleum police
in foreign oil fields—such as for the Rockefeller family,
who own and dominate most oil production in Venezuela.
In a rare documentary, CBS’ 60 Minutes
program once showed how apparently corrupt CIA
officials, together with those of the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration in Venezuela,
participated in large shipments of cocaine to the
U.S., supposedly to study how the dope cartel
operates—as if they did not really know.
(A former espionage undercover operative, who
says he did business with Jeb, has numerous details
in his book and on his www.almartinraw.com
website.) [H: Oh, I think we know this “almartin”
from our days of inquiry regarding our own
positions. It is nice to find that this person
might still be around. He certainly seemed “in
the know” at that time, even regarding Jeb Bush.]
Upon receiving $200 thousand as a fee, Hugh
Rodham arranged with his brother-in-law, William
Rockefeller Clinton, to commute the jail sentence of
CARLOS VIGNALI, who had served just six years of
a 15-year sentence for being the top dog in a drug
ring that distributed 800 lbs. of cocaine. The jailbird’s father, Horacio, a wealthy Los Angeles parking
lot owner, donates to political campaigns. The
younger Vignali is reportedly very well-informed
about the dope from Colombia smuggled across
Canada and entering across the border to Montana.
(Our interviews with middle-level members of
the Rockefeller family, together with other data,
convince us Bill Clinton is the illegitimate great
grandson of old John D. Rockefeller, founder of
the infamous Standard Oil Trust.)
* MARC RACICOT: His term as Montana governor
ended in January 2001. Knowledgeable law enforcement
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personnel as well as several crusading journalists have
contended Racicot has reportedly been directly
implicated in the massive dope from Red China and
Colombia coming across the border from Canada.
Sidekick of Bill and Roger Clinton, Ollie North, and
the elder Bush, namely Barry Seal, up to the time Seal
was murdered by the American CIA and the DEA to
shut him up, arranged the dope traffic from Canada
through Montana. This was an alternative to coming
in through the southern states, such as at Mena,
Arkansas, which had become too well known.
A former undercover government operative involved
in the Montana operations described it as: “An aircraft
departs Colombia, flies to the Bahamas to rest and refuel,
and then, when a weather window opens, continues the
flight to Nova Scotia or Quebec. Again, rest and refuel.
Then continue to a U.S.-Canadian border landing strip.”
The former operative goes on to detail the acts
and doings of FBI senior agent Terry Nelson, of the
southern Florida FBI office, who has business and
relatives near the Montana-Canada border: “Nelson not
only recruits the law enforcement officials and
politicians he needs, he can also supply data from the law
enforcement arena such as the DEA NADDIS computer,
Customs TECS II, EPIC, FBI, and others involved in
ongoing investigations. Nelson then provides this
intelligence to his drug contacts. This helps obstruct
any investigation and diffuse potential problems.
“Terry Nelson, a senior agent of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, continues to provide his
valuable services to drug cartels and others who will
pay his fee, out of his FBI office in southern Florida.”
(Excerpts from DRUGGING AMERICA by Rodney
Stich, page 297 and page 294; as to Barry Seal, chapter
on “Montana Drug Gateway”; 1999, Diablo Western
Press, P.O. Box 5, Alamo, California 94507.)
Others contend that the Clinton White House blocked
Canadian law enforcement from serving an arrest
warrant on Nelson when he was in the area.
During the Presidential election turmoil in Florida in
November and December 2000, then Montana governor
Marc Racicot was the trusted “hatchet man” for George
W. and Jeb Bush. Racicot was trusted because he was
reportedly part of the Bush family’s worldwide
laundering of hundreds of billions of dollars of illicit
dealings through 25 secret Bush accounts worldwide.
(Visit our Website series called “Greenspan Aids And
Bribes Bush Family” with attached documents.)
Racicot, together with operatives linked to Florida
senior FBI agent Terry Nelson, jointly with Hugh
Rodham, reportedly arranged to convey financial benefits
and emoluments (called, by some, straight-out bribes) to
top Democratic officials in southern Florida to arrange
for the Democrats to arbitrarily stop the recount of
ballots. This was done to prevent Albert Gore, Jr., from
winning Florida’s essential Electoral College vote and
hence the U.S. Presidency, after Gore had already won
the national popular vote by a plurality of more than six
hundred thousand votes. The funds for the financial
benefits, or bribes, were made available through MARC
RICH and his cronies in the Russian Mafiya, which have
joined forces with the Colombian dope cartels.
[H: This is Mr. Skolnick’s presentation—not mine.]
* ROGER CLINTON: reportedly solicited and
received a $200 thousand Pardongate bribe from
the family of a convict in federal prison on fraud
charges. The bribe was reportedly shared by Roger
with brother Bill, at the time President, who did
NOT grant the pardon.

An “honorable” crooked politician sells his
office, and supplies services, as he is paid. A
stupid crook takes the bribe and reneges.
Part of the Roger Clinton Pardongate was the
ostensible smuggling of dope into the U.S. from
Southwest Red China, disguised as commodities.
Roger Clinton and his cronies apparently laundered the
proceeds through two Chicago commodity brokers
known to be fronting for the Red Chinese dope trade,
called “China White”. (See the reportedly related
stories on our Website as to Rahm Emanuel, former
Clinton White House senior advisor, more recently
managing director of Wasserstein Perella & Co.,
reputed experts on laundering illicit Asian dealings;
also, REFCO-LFG Division [Richard Friedman &
Co.], a Chicago-based brokerage.)
The Roger and Bill Clinton dope trafficking
proceeds are laundered as currency and commodity
deals on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and the
Chicago Board of Trade. Bill as President often
visited the Merc, as the fountain of illicit funds.
Alleged President George W. Bush follows the pattern
of his crony, Bill Clinton, and shortly after being
inaugurated, George W. likewise came to the fountain
of money, the Merc, to put the arm on them.
Several federal grand juries have testimony
available, or already under subpoena, and in some
instances, as of the date of this posting, already
heard, showing the following among other things:
(1) Roger Clinton may be indicted for various federal
criminal offenses along with Tony and Hugh Rodham,
and Hillary Rodham Clinton as part of details of
Pardongate. Facing being named in this as unindicted
co-conspirators are William Rockefeller Clinton,
commonly called William Jefferson Clinton, and his close
crony, George W. Bush. (2) Testimony and evidence
related to the foregoing include the acts and doings of
Pardongate offenses overlapping onto election fraud of:
former Montana governor Marc Racicot; Florida senior
FBI agent Terry Nelson and confederates; and Florida
governor Jeb Bush; and super criminal Marc Rich.
(3) To avoid federal criminal indictment, or
being named as unindicted co-conspirators, some
of the foregoing persons have given testimony or
are offering testimony against some of the others.
Reporters of all three major news networks have
already interviewed (or have sought to interview)
various witnesses as to the foregoing, including those
available to testify (or have already testified)
against Roger Clinton. All the chief judges in
charge of the federal grand juries, so far as is now
known, have NOT entered a “gag order” preventing
witnesses from being interviewed by the press.
Despite that, the George Bush 2nd White House has
ordered the American Gestapo (the FBI) to severely
threaten and harass network reporters and executives; the
FBI is claiming that the media people are supposedly
“obstructing justice”—for example, by interviewing
witnesses fingering Roger Clinton, wherein brother
Bill, along with crony George W. Bush, would be
named as unindicted co-conspirators, along with
Marc Racicot and international criminal Marc Rich.
An official of one of the news networks confided to
us that he and his associates are fearful for their lives,
in view of the severe threats by the FBI at the behest of
the Bush White House.
All three major networks have so far embargoed
video and audio tapes of interviews as to both Pardongate
and Bushfraud. The FBI, according to the official (and
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confirmed by his associates), has threatened network
reporters, TV and Radio crew members, as well as news
managers, producers, and supervisors.
Key sources and eyewitnesses have confided in
us, knowing that we have a 40-year absolute policy
against divulging sources and witnesses of our
data. In 40 years, as the head of our research and
investigative group, I have been jailed some 8
times, wheelchair and all, for “contempt of court”,
for absolutely refusing to divulge witnesses and
sources to state and federal authorities publicly
accused by us of high-level corruption. In each
instance, after being falsely and unlawfully jailed, I
was later vindicated, and the judges involved were
themselves sent to prison for bribery, tax evasion,
and other crimes, as I had publicly accused them
to their faces. (Visit our Website for the fourdecade background of our work.)
As part of a much lesser mess, reporters of
Newsweek and TIME magazines have reportedly compiled
sufficient sources and records to show that Florida
governor Jeb Bush and alleged President George W.
Bush are part of a sex triangle with Florida secretary of
state Katherine Harris, who played a key role in what
some call Bushfraud. She was an instrumental player by
which Al Gore, Jr., was kept from being certified as the
winner of the Florida election, and hence, kept from
having the Electoral College vote of Florida—Bush thus
stealing the U.S. Presidential Election 2000.
Like in the infamous 1876 election that I have earlier
written about, Gore won the presidential election, as did
Samuel Tilden. But, like Tilden, there has been a failure
to inaugurate Gore as the President of the United States.
Although both magazines have reportedly
corroborated my story about Jeb Bush/George W. Bush/
Katherine Harris, with her also as the reputed “bag lady”
in fixing the election, the oil- and dope-soaked monopoly
press are too “chicken” and have too many financial
hang-ups to so far go with the Katherine Harris story.
Network officials and reporters have confided
to us that the details in the report are known by
them to be substantially correct. BUT, the press is
reluctant to undermine George W. Bush at a time
of impending financial meltdown.
More coming. Stay tuned.
[END OF QUOTING]
I realize this is far more interesting than meditating
on the wheat shortage in Ethiopia. However, until
you find the way to begin to clean up the mess and
start repairs, you can get your more interesting
clandestine information elsewhere. We have written
on these things for a dozen years and now we have
a focus that must be attended and leave the James
Bonding to others who dare to tell truth as they find
it. We actually have enough problems without dealing
with these irate rats being uncovered.
You are so familiar with “me” that you don’t
always remember that I am well known in those
circles of intrigue. I will not deliberately cause my
team more hurt and danger.
You live in a very nasty political world, readers.
These are high-stakes clandestine games these
politicians play.
This writing has been going off and on all day and
is too long for comfort and I apologize, secretary. We
will, however, have a busy week—so if we are a bit
ahead, Mark will perhaps get a night’s sleep.
Salu, Hatonn
dharma
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Satan’s Origin,
History Revealed
(PART 5)
SATAN’S DRUMMERS
THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL—
“SATAN IS ALIVE AND WELL”
BY SANANDA
“dharma”
PHOENIX JOURNAL #9 (1989)
CHAPTER 9
REC. #1 SANANDA
FRI., NOV. 3, 1989 6:30 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 079
Sananda present to continue. Greetings in the
light of a wondrous day.
I see you have a question to which I would most
like to respond. “What about the McMartin trial and the
Buckeys, etc.” You want to know if there was “real”
Satanic ritual involved. Of course, but that only came
later to insure the children keep quiet. However, it is now
a most useful tool for the suspects—they have an insured
source of funding for bailment monies and a fair amount
of security. I say “fair” amount of security, for evil
knows no bounds to get rid of its problems.
Evil has a most remarkable way of pulling security
about itself—get participants who will go to any lengths
to hide themselves. There are many, many ones in the
political and law-enforcement arenas who are quite evil
and desire power beyond Earth measure. They are most
vulnerable to pornography, violence, excitement and
power acquisition—they will further go to all lengths to
maintain the facade of purity and honor (refer to prior
chapters of this Journal). There are plenty of ones who
have participated that Mr. Buckey could and would name
if he is not cared for properly in his present plight. The
choice, of course, is to murder the involved persons, but
Mr. Buckey is not that foolish—the minute someone does
unto him, others will talk. The young man, Raymond,
came by his circumstance most “innocently”—when evil
lurks in the parents or caretakers, the child will be
involved most closely within the rituals themselves and
these ones truly become ones without conscience.
What of Oliver North and his return of military
retirement payments? Precious, do not be too foolish in
expectations. This is evil at its epitome. He will now
be taken care of as long as it is respectable; he was the
poor scapegoat for higher one’s actions and he will now
be tended. He could practice Satanistic evil in a much
more abundant way—internationally with unlimited human
hostages and sacrifices—let not tears of patriotism fool
you. Further, who better to now have run a “drug”
abuse program? Isn’t it better to put one of your own
in charge if your intent is to utilize drugs in your
worldwide acquisition and control plan?

Mr. Bush, a warm, cuddly, sweet family man who
is your President? Dear ones, Mr. Bush was head of the
CIA, one of the most violent and conscienceless
organizations in the entire world. Of course he has
conscience—about some things. In other areas he has
none whatsoever, for he has convinced himself that he
does it for the betterment of all ones. This IS the lie.
He is also a member of the Skull and Bones fraternity
and a member of all secret controlling groups. At this
last presidential election you witnessed evil take the
steering wheel. Oh, yes, he will demand that earthquake
aid go to San Francisco while twice to three times as
much money goes to Hungary and Poland, with no
promise of return, to ensure grasp of world control.
IF you ones do not open your eyes and participate in
your own fate, you have no future as you recognize
of it. So be it. I shall further discuss some of
these things as we move along in this Journal.
REAL OR FANTASY?
What is “real” and what is “fantasy”? For ye ones
who have made most serious and open inquisition, I can
only ask you in return—is Christ real? Was Jesus real?
Is St. Germain real? Was he a figment of Ballards’
imaginations? Is there an Angel Gabriel, Michael,
Raphael…? Was there a Buddah? What about
Mohammad? If these ones are “real”, then so must Satan
be “real”. Perhaps you must look from the other side of
existence to understand. If you could truly understand
that you in existence at this moment are thought-forms—
illusion manifestations, then you could easily understand
that God Creator within self creates and manifests. The
energy source and force is available to all ones and
through higher being recognition a “thing” or “being” is
manifested. It is far easier to “believe” in evil than in
goodness, for there is so much more of it. The
Satanic energy is allowed to literally take over a body
and energy field in the human being—sometimes also
within animals of lower forms if it suits his purpose.
These are energy forms (souls) which have been
displaced from their original placement within the
heavens and they must seek dwelling and experience.
They seek it and find it within man. Oh, yes, indeed,
demonic possession is most real, indeed. Further,
at Satanic rituals these demonic energies manifest
into quite visible format. They, however, do not
commit of the evil “ACT”; they can only influence
the accepting entity to act in their behalf.
These evil demonic energies are actually quite
distressed at this time—for many humans have
gone beyond that which is acceptable unto Satan.
When man is teaching Satan some lessons in evil,
you are in real bad trouble!
THERE IS NO HUMAN, PHYSICAL MANNER IN
WHICH TO “FIGHT” THIS TREND IN
WICKEDNESS—FOR IT IS AN ENERGY FORM AND
IT MUST BE DEALT WITH AT THAT SAME LEVEL.
If it is attacking at the subconscious level, then it can be
brought forth and forced to depart in most instances. If,
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however, it is full-blown possession, even death of the
human only intensifies intent of the evil energy. This
is one major reason it is most foolish to murder a
truly vile, evil criminal. That energy will cycle back
almost immediately—and in some instances does not
even await the birth of a babe. Satanic energy will
take over any vulnerable inhabitant—the higher in
power and politics, the better targeted. It then
returns to spread even more and greater evil.
These evil energy forms have grown into the vilest
and continue to cycle through and through anyone
available and open, for they have already separated from
the God source—and their full intent is to wreck havoc
within the universal order, through the human format.
SATAN’S BEGINNING
Do not be misled into thinking Satan DOES NOT
exist, for evil energy most surely does exist—and you
are not sophisticated enough to separate the two. If
you were in control of that in-depth knowledge you
would not be inquiring as to the validity of a Satan!
Let me repeat of my previously told story unto
mine ones. In the beginning Satan was God’s secondin-command, chief among all His angels, the beautiful
and beloved Lucifer. The service IT performed in
God’s behalf was to enhance the spiritual growth of
human beings through the use of testing and
temptation—just as you test your own children in
school so as to enhance their growth. Satan,
therefore, was primarily a teacher of mankind, which
is why it was called Lucifer, “THE LIGHT BEARER”.
The original meaning of the words “Satan” and
“devil” were not synonymous, as they are used today.
The terms “devil” and “diabolic” come from the Greek
verb diabalein, meaning simply “to oppose”. The word
“Satan” commonly meant “adversary”. In your Bible,
God Himself supposedly stated that He was proceeding
“Balaam” as a Satan. Seeing the necessity for mankind
to be tested and tempted by something in opposition to
His own will, God delegated this oppositional (diabolic
and adversarial-satanic) function to the chief of His
archangels. AND YOU HAD BETTER BELIEVE THIS
BROTHER OF MINE HAS THE POWER AND THE
ABILITY TO PULL OFF HIS JOB IN PERFECTION!
Just as it is most difficult to gain your acceptance
that my name was not that of “Jesus”, for my name
was Jmmanuel. Saul (Paul) of Tarsus, in teaching after
my departure from the Holy Lands, went about the
country and throughout the Greek and Roman empires
and referred to the Christ energy, Jmmanuel Esu, as
“Jesus”—or “THE ANOINTED ONE”. That was Paul’s
assumption, for I was never “THE ANOINTED ONE”—
for that truly has no meaning in the hierarchy of the
higher-dimensional heavenly realm. It is simply a Greek
definition which has lingered for over 2,000 years.
Just as I had to experience and grow in the
Heavenly Realms to the “rank” of Sananda, so, too,
did Lucifer have to grow in the physical realm to
the level of “Evil”—the higher-dimensional term
could mean nothing to you as definition.
“Christ” is “TOTAL LIGHT”, “Satan” is “TOTAL
DARKNESS” or “devoid of light”. IF ONE EXISTS,
THE OTHER MUST ALSO EXIST, FOR THERE
CANNOT BE ONE WITHOUT THE OTHER IN THIS
THIRD-DIMENSIONAL EXPERIENCE. As you
progress through the dimensions, you will finally achieve
a level of either total Light or the void of total absence
of light. THE CHOICE IS LEFT TO INDIVIDUAL
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MAN—AND YOU ARE GIVEN INFINITE ETERNITY
IN WHICH TO FINALIZE YOUR CHOICES. YOU
ARE FACED WITH A MAGNIFICENT CHOICE
RIGHT NOW UPON YOUR EARTH PLANE. SO
FAR, IT APPEARS Satan IS OUT FRONT IN THE
RACE—BUT “THIS” IS HIS DOMAIN. EARTH
AND HUMAN PHYSICAL EXISTENCE IS TRULY
NOT THE DOMAIN OF GOD NOR CHRIST.
WHEN THINGS BECOME SO UNBALANCED
WITHIN A SEGMENT OF UNIVERSAL
EXISTENCE (CREATION) THAT ANNIHILATION
OF A SPECIES AND CREATED PLANET IS
DESTINED, THE CREATION DEMANDS
REBALANCING AND THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
INSTANTLY TOWARD THAT END. IT IS NOT
MYSTICAL, IT IS MOST PRACTICAL, INDEED.
IT ALWAYS OCCURS ON THE HUMANINFESTED PLANETS—AND ULTIMATELY GOD
CREATOR SENDS HIS HOSTS AND CHRIST
LIGHT TO STOP THE HORDES OF EVIL, THE
DARK BROTHERHOOD OF Satan.
FIRST, THE TEACHERS OF LIGHT AND
WORKERS WHO HAVE BEEN SENT FORTH ARE
REMOVED, IF SUITABLE. SOME, OF COURSE,
REMAIN TO MAINTAIN PASSAGE IN SAFETY
FOR ONES OF THE LIGHT. THEN, ULTIMATELY,
THERE
IS
A
MOST
MAGNIFICENT
CONFRONTATION OF THE ENERGY FORCES OF
THE CHRIST AND OF Satan. Satan LIKES THE
PLAYGROUND—AND EFFORTS AT BUILDING
HIS FORCES ENOUGH TO PREVAIL; HE NEVER
DOES BUT HE NEVER CEASES IN HIS EFFORTS.
THE UNLEASHING OF THAT MIGHTY ENERGY
EXCHANGE IS UNTHINKABLE, MY BROTHERS,
BUT YOU ARE GOING TO WITNESS IT—FOR
NO MAN SHALL GRADUATE UNTIL YOU HAVE
EXPERIENCED IT.
WHAT LEVEL OF
EDUCATION YOU GRADUATE INTO IS
STRICTLY UP TO YOU TO CHOOSE—
PROGRESSION OR REGRESSION. SO BE IT.
Back to the beginning…. As time went by,
however, Satan became so enamored with its adversarial
functions that it began to employ them more for its own
delight than on God’s behalf. This you see throughout
the Bible myths as handed down unto you.
Creator further decided that more was required than
simple testing for the uplifting of mankind; what was
required was both an example of His love and an
example to live by. So, He sent his Christ being to
experience—live and finally die—just as man. There was
nothing special about crucifixion, for many thousands
died of crucifixion, so it would be far wiser to allow Me
down from your cross and decide what it is we will do
about your life instead of my death.
I would insert at this point a special note. One
reason this book is coming forth in this manner is the
commitment of my workers. The Satanic symbols have
taken that which represents the opposite of the Christ—
but in so-doing they dishonor one of mine most beloved
friends, Simon Peter, who in his terror and fear denied
of Me, Jmmanuel, at the time of my arrest trial and was
later feeling in unworthiness to be crucified in an
upright position, when he too was condemned, as
was myself—so he was crucified up-side downward
and was burned alive. This is the epitome of Satanic
ritual. Ah, yes, the physical third-dimensional worlds
are the Satanic playgrounds of the universe.
When Creator sent forth the Christ, Satan
(who was no longer called Lucifer) found this

intolerable and a personal insult. It puffed with
pride; it refused to submit to God’s judgment of
the precedence of Christ. It rebelled against God.
Satan itself created the situation in which heaven
became literally not big enough for the both of them.
Inevitably, Satan, by its own doing, was
immediately cast out into the absence of the God
presence, which you label Hell. Once the Light
bearer, it now dwells in darkness as the Father of
Lies, nursing continual images of revenge against God.
Through the angels who accompanied its
departure and remained in its command, those who
joined the rebellion and casting out, it has and
continues to wage continual war against God’s
design. Where once it existed to spiritually uplift
mankind, it now exists to spiritually destroy you.
In the battle for your souls it attempts to
oppose the Christ at every turn. Satan perceives
Christ as its personal enemy. As Christ in
spirit lives, so is Satan the living Antichrist.
DESTROY VS. CREATE
Satan is a purely destructive force—by its demonic
representatives it claims to be naught other. Satan is
utterly and totally dedicated to opposing human life and
growth. It can only survive in vileness, war and hate.
Now, you ask—why would not God, having created
Lucifer (Satan) in the first place, simply wipe him out?
The question in itself presupposes that “God” would
wipe anything out. It must be assumed that God can
punish and kill if he would wipe a thing from existence.
PERHAPS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER THAT GOD
GAVE Satan FREE WILL JUST AS HE GAVE IT UNTO
HU-MAN AND THAT GOD DOES NOT DESTROY;
GOD ONLY CREATES! HOWEVER, IF HE SO
CHOOSES TO REMOVE A THOUGHT FROM HIS
PROCESS, THAT FRAGMENT SIMPLY CEASES TO
EXIST—SO DON’T TEST HIS PATIENCE TOO FAR.
IF A HUMAN IS STRICKEN FROM GOD’S BOOK OF
LIFE RECORDS, AT THE TRANSITION OF THAT
SOUL, ITS RECORD IS REMOVED.
The point is, children, that God does not punish. To
create you in His image, God gave you free will. To
have done otherwise would have been to make you
puppets or hollow mannequins—robots, androids. Yet in
order to give you free will, God had to forswear the use
of force against you. You do not have free will when
there is a gun pointed at your back; although you still
have choice. It is not necessarily that God lacks the
power to destroy you, to punish you, but that in His love
for you—He has painfully and terribly chosen never to
use it. In agony He must stand by and allow you to BE.
He intervenes only to help, when asked, never to hurt.
God Creator is a God of restraint. Having forsworn the
use of power against you, if you refuse His help, He has
no recourse but to watch you punish yourselves.
While many of you ones upon Earth envision
your God as a giant wrathful policeman in the sky
somewhere, the reality is that God has forever
denounced police force.
Ones ask, “How could God allow such and such a
thing to happen?” Well, in the allowing of free will, there
is a disallowing of “force”. God will not interfere—for
in the allowing of free will, He forsook “force”. You
cannot have one without the presence of the other.
God waits most patiently for you to make your
decision—for he is a God of Truth and will not break
of his own edict. So, he awaits your choices. It
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may seem to you who desire Truth and Light that
you are doomed. Oh, no, never. God will “win”
the battle against Evil. IN FACT, THE BATTLE IS
ALREADY WON, BY THE ANNOUNCEMENT
THAT THE CHRIST CAME AND WILL COME
AGAIN. THERE IS NO DEATH OF SOUL, SO HE
WHO IS CREATED CAN, IN NO WISE,
ANNIHILATE HIS OWN CREATOR.
KNOW that Satan is on the run and in his apparent
control of the world is desperately efforting at
maintaining power. He attacks more steadfastly those
ones who can produce the most in opposition of his lie.
This is why ones who work within the Light, i.e., pen
these messages, speak in truth, uncover the lies and
make them public and thus and so, are most targeted. It
is, however, more advantageous to discredit in some
manner the offenders, than to actually kill them—for then
the banner is taken up by others. Therefore, the
heavy thrust is to discredit truth and have the bringers
of the truth discredited. It is often most unintentional
in ones who do the discrediting. It is in the manner
of telling ones who receive of these words that they
are mostly correct, that only about 10% is tainted.
NO, NO, NO—truth is 100%. “Errors” of human typing
and printing can be present but concept and content
must be 100%. Do I make of myself quite clear?
The quickest way to stop Dharma dead in her tracks
is to indicate that what she puts to keyboard is tainted.
Naught less than 100% truth is acceptable to her, for she
is pained already about her service and probable
consequences of her participation. She works in
anonymous obscurity, having been targeted so heavily by
our adversaries. These ones have handled two
magnificent jobs; that of building a model city and
business center and that of writing the history of this
time of transition from myself and those of mine team.
They have had but few to assist, just a small handful.
They have given of every worldly possession and
benefit—but the rewards shall be turned, for God is just.
Remember, ye who work in the Lighted path—God is
just and giving, for God IS abundance.
This is for all of you who share the
uncommon task of presenting our presence and our
truth in your works—ye shall not work in
blindness nor lack of assistance for much longer in
your time perspective, for we are here in your spaces
already. It is no longer that: “Some day I shall come
again”—I AM COME AGAIN! I AM MOST REAL, I
AM MANIFESTED AND I AM COME! SO BE IT—
FOR YOU MUST BE IN THE HEARING AND
ACCEPTING OF THIS TRUTH. WATCH THOSE
ONES WHO DENOUNCE THIS AS FALSE—FOR
THEY ARE TOUCHED BY THE EVIL BROTHERHOOD.
YE SHALL NOT BE IN THE “DRIFTING” UP
INTO SOME FRAGILE CLOUDS SOMEWHERE OUT
THERE—YOUR PLACES ARE PREPARED FOR YOU;
AND YOU WILL FIND SHELTER IN VERY
MANIFESTED SILVER SHIPS THAT WILL TEND OF
YOUR NEEDS. DO YOU NOT THINK PERHAPS IT
IS TIME TO OPEN EYES AND EARS AND KNOW
HOW IT IS? HAVE YOU NOT BEEN PEOPLE OF
THE LIE LONG ENOUGH? SO BE IT.
I will point out right at this point, that evil
even claims the brotherhood of cosmic brethren
come in his own appearance. Nay, we come as
you; thousands walk among you. God sends forth
His hordes in His own image—He would not send
forth terrifying images to paralyze and disable you
in your most terrific hour of need.
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DO IT YOURSELF

No-one, not your parent, your sibling, your
Senator or Christ, can cast out Satan or demons
from thy minds. The afflicted must “do it
yourself”. The way can be shown, the meal
prepared but the ultimate eating must be individual.
Satan cannot do evil except through a human
body. Although it was a murderer from its beginning,
it cannot murder except with human hands. It does
not have the power to kill or even harm by itself.
It must use human beings to do its deviltry.
Although it repeatedly threatens to kill the
possessed and the helpers, its threats are exactly
that in itself, for they are lies. Unfortunately, there
are millions of unwary who will do the work, instead.
The only real power that Satan has is through
human belief in its lies and the ability to discount truth
and truth bringers. Possessed ones have fallen for the
false and seductive promise of “friendship” and
material gain. Satan will say something like the
following: “You need us, for we don’t hate ‘Jesus’ or
Christ, we just test him.” Nay, this is the Father of Lies
speaking—he hates, from his very essence, the Christ!
What are some of the lies he will tell you
personally? Well, humans must use any method
necessary to defend themselves in order to survive
and cannot depend on anything other than themselves
in their defense. It will say, “Everything is explainable
in terms of negative and positive energy (which
balance out to be zero)”. Strangely, it is the way the
lie is presented, for he is an expert at twisting the
truth into a lie. When telling of the truth, it is so
unacceptable that the human grabs for the lie and eats
it all. He will tell you there is no mystery in the
world—he will fail to tell you the world is mostly all
mysticism. He will tell you love is a thought and has
no objective reality; however, all ones are seeking love
and cannot survive in a balanced positive manner
without it. “All things are abstract and these lies of
goodness are simply hypocritical in nature; to compete
for money, power, ego gratification and control,
therefore, is the only intelligent way to live.”
This spirit must be recognized as a “real” thing.
Although intangible and immaterial, it has a personality
and a true “being”. You cannot define Satan’s
personality as simply the absence of goodness. Its
personality cannot simply be explained away as an
absence, a nothingness. There is a prevailing
presence of hate. Satan desires to destroy life and
you must understand this fact above all.
SATAN’S BEST DECEPTION IS ITS GENERAL
SUCCESS IN CONCEALING ITS OWN REALITY
FROM THE HUMAN MIND.
SATAN’S WEAKNESS
Now we get on to something useful in tangible
manner. Satan has glaring weaknesses—which in turn
give Satan’s adversaries great strength.
Satan’s demons are extraordinarily brilliant but
are also extraordinarily stupid. If it were not so
extraordinarily narcissistic and conceited, Satan
would not reveal itself at all. Its pride overcomes
its own intelligence, so that the demon of deceit is
also a show-off. If it were thoroughly clever, it
would leave its victims long before things get really
rough on it as a being. It really desires to win
and, therefore, foolishly sticks on to the bitter end.

Satan is also blind in some areas. It has no
understanding of the phenomenon of Love—for it
is too extremely self-oriented. It recognizes love
as a reality to be fought and even to be imitated,
but utterly lacking in itself, it does not understand
love in the least bit. The notion of true “sacrifice”
is totally foreign to it—ones make sacrifices unto
it and that is all it can understand. When humans
respond to its presence in true love, it does not
comprehend what is being said and is completely
ignorant of any ground rules in loving behavior.
Evil further assumes a profound human
tendency to self-deception, employs the scientific
method to counteract it, and holds truth higher than
any personal desire. Therefore, Satan also does not
understand science at all. Enamored with its own
will and hater of the Light of Truth, it basically
finds human science incomprehensible.
Caution, in your newly found strength, is strongly
advised. Satan’s weakness should not encourage you
to overlook its strengths. It propounds its lies with
extraordinary power. It may not be so remarkable that
it possesses people in front of you—but it has the
power to totally confuse and cause total despair in
another as a result of the power of its lies.
GROUP EVIL AND HOW TO MOVE WITHIN IT
Here is your massive problem. When the evil
intent and ignorance outweigh the good intent, what
can you do in action? Man will do what he is told
to do by “leaders” and his own ego needs. He will
steal, maim, go to war, march for peace—whatever
seems appropriate at a given time. So what of
group evil, such as a mass killing—what of a
MyLai, or Hitler’s death marches? The task of
preventing group evil—including war itself—is clearly
a task of eradicating or, at least, significantly
diminishing laziness, self-blindness and narcissism.
How? Although there are such phenomena as
group identity, group narcissism, and group spirit,
there is no way to influence such phenomena except
through influencing individual members of such a
group. First you attempt to do so by influencing the
individual group leaders. If that route is blocked, then
you must turn to whatever is left, such as the lowest
of the group and start seeking grassroots support. In
any manner, it is the individual which must be
encountered, for it is ultimately in the solitary mind
and soul of the individual that the battle between good
and evil is waged and ultimately won or lost.
EACH INDIVIDUAL LEAVES ITS MARK ON
HISTORY—WHETHER GOOD OR EVIL. IT IS
WITHIN THE ACCEPTANCE OF THIS VERY
INFORMATION INTO THE INDIVIDUAL
PERCEPTION WHICH WILL IMPACT AGAINST
EVIL AS A WHOLE. BUT TO HAVE IMPACT,
MAN MUST MAKE A CHOICE AND TAKE ACTION.
HUMANITY AT THIS POINT IN HISTORY IS
IN MOST GRAVE CIRCUMSTANCE—YE HAVE
FORGOTTEN WHAT GOODNESS IS, IN MAJOR
CONTEXT. EVIL ABUNDANTLY RULES AT THIS
TIME. HOWEVER, IN THE PRACTICE OF EVIL,
YOU HAD NO IDEA HOW ROTTEN IT CAN
REALLY GET—AND THERE ENTERS SATANISM
AND ITS “BEYOND IMAGINED EVIL” CONCEPT
AND INTENT. SIMPLE EVIL GETS YOU ONLY SO
FAR AND YOU DO NOT HAVE TO LOOK AT IT
UNTIL THY NEIGHBOR’S NEWBORN BABE IS

SKINNED ALIVE IN A SATANIC RITUAL, TO
DEATH. EVEN THEN, YOU BURY YOUR HEAD
AND CLOSE YOUR EYES AND EARS AND REFUSE
ITS EXISTENCE—YOU PROCEED TO RETURN
THE BUCKEYS BACK UPON SOCIETY IN THE
NAME OF “RELIGIOUS FREEDOM”, MORE OR
LESS. SO BE IT—FOR UNTIL YOU LOOK AT
THAT WHICH IS, YE SHALL NOT CHANGE OF IT.
THEREFORE, I SHALL DEVOTE THE
REMAINDER OF THIS JOURNAL TO THE
DISCUSSION, HEINOUS DESCRIPTIONS AND
TRUE TALES OF EVIL AT ITS MOST
REMARKABLE—RIGHT UNDER YOUR NOSES IN
ITS MOST BASE PORTRAYAL. FURTHER, UNTIL
YOU REALIZE THAT THIS SAME TYPE OF EVIL
IS BEING PERPETRATED UPON MANKIND IN
ALL PARTS OF YOUR WORLD TO A MUCH
HIGHER DEGREE, YE SHALL NOT FIND OF
YOUR WAY OUT OF THE MESS. UNTIL YOU AS
A MANKIND CEASE TO ALLOW THE LIE AND
ITS PERPETUATION FROM ANY TO ANY, YE
SHALL DWELL IN THE DARKNESS OF
HELPLESSNESS AGAINST YOUR ENEMY. WHEN
EVEN THE SMALLEST ACT OF TRUTH IS
DIMINISHED, ALL TRUTH IS DIMINISHED.
Go forth for respite before we move on into
Satanism—and how and why it grows from the seed of
evil. Man must grow from the acceptance of the lie into
the knowledge of that which is truth. I place my seal
upon these words that they be accepted in the truth
presented. Do not push your perception beyond that
which is presented, for man has much yet to learn about
this wondrous path of “life”.
I AM SANANDA
SECTION II
SATANIC DRUMBEAT
CHAPTER 10
REC. #1 SANANDA
SAT., NOV. 04, 1989 7:00 A.M. YEAR 3, DAY 080
Hold strong, chela, for I am here. Sananda to
continue of our work. As we move into this next
series of writings, this should be considered section
two. Let us call it SATANIC DRUMBEAT. This will
separate the subject of Satanism from the discourse
on “evil” as a definition and description.
First, we will confront recent assaults upon
yourself and Oberli. I shall not take of time in this
writing to discuss the matter, for I desire
participation from Hatonn and your group. We will
either respond in writing or vocally, whichever
seems most appropriate to the group. It is not
your decision nor responsibility, Dharma, to either
plan or set up the meeting. Ours is to continue
with this document as rapidly as possible that we
might get on with having the babe home, please.
I want some one of you to get your hands on
the report that shall be coming forth regarding the
Flight #103. The plane that was destroyed over
Scotland. You will find it will contain (if it is
actually allowed to be brought forth publicly in
truth) that ultimately your CIA was responsible in
great measure for that murderous event; it is
tangled in with drug shipments, arms—and the
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bomb itself was brought aboard in Germany. We
wish this documented at this point, for Hatonn told
you these things at the time of the event.
You have been given all the data and input
necessary to understand this most recent rift. You
don’t want to face it and it is most painful indeed
but you will continue to write, for this is
mandatory information which must be brought
forth. I will further tell you ones that if you call
an information meeting, Hatonn is going to grill you
ones to see if you have learned anything or just
expect him to spell it out for you. Ones had better
do some memory refreshment work. You are not
“New Age” babes who are trained “to be”. You
have been trained to see that which is going on
and make correct value judgments. We are a bit
disappointed that you know, and yet take so long
to actually see and act. Every clue is available and
further, we shall dissect the information which you
received on the yesterday—bit by bit, to see if any
of it fits in actuality. You have to back a long
way from the parts in order to see of the whole.
Now, let us continue on the subject of Satanism.

represent the four elements. In black magic and Satanism
the pentagram is always described in an upside manner.
THE ATHAME: The black-handled knife of
witches. It is used to open the circle. The athame
and the sword are used to perform all magical rites
and to subdue rebellious spirits, demons, and genii.
PENTACLE: This symbol of the element earth is
made from a round piece of wood usually seven
inches in diameter, with a pentagram inscribed or
painted on it. It can also be made of copper or brass.
CENSER: The censer is used to burn incense
and to encourage good spirits, as well as to banish
evil ones. Or the opposite.
SCOURGE: The handle of the scourge is of birch,
the four thongs of leather. This instrument is used in
initiations, is the symbol of the power of domination.
It is the weapon of the horned god of the witches
and is very important in formal ceremonies.
BOLLINE: The witches’ white-handled knife is
used to make instruments, cut pentagrams on candles,
etc. It can be used only inside the magic circle.
THE STANG: This is a straight piece of rowan
wood (mountain ash) with a fork on one end, used in
ancient times as a staff. A shorter version is used to
beat out the rhythm of the circle dancers.
ALTAR: Any consecrated place or thing used to
hold the ritual instruments used in the magic circle.
CAULDRON: A kettle usually of iron and an
ordinary cooker in which food or drink is prepared over
the balefire for the rites.
CORD: The magic binding cord is made from
strands of red wool or ribbon. It is plaited (braided)
with a loop tied at one end to represent the female
aspect. The other end is left frayed to represent the
male aspect. Measure your binding around your head
and loop a knot, continue around your chest, loop a knot,
around your waist, loop a knot, around your hips, loop
a knot, around your knee, loop a knot, around your feet,
knot. The finished cord should measure nine feet in
length. It is worn around the waist during all rites and
is used in binding spells. It is used to bind the sigils of
the art, the material basis, and is necessary to enforce
your will. Tie your cord around you by passing the
male end through the loop (female) and secure.
THE CUP: This is the vessel used for wine
offerings to the gods. It is usually made of metal
and is often carved with vines and fruit.
THE BOOK OF SHADOWS: The personal
grimoire of a witch, where all the ceremonies and
practices of the Craft were kept for future
generations. The Book of Shadows invariably has
black covers and is handwritten by its owner.

SATANISM AS A RELIGION
Satanism began long before the so-called Christian
era—but we will begin there, for that is when it became
most important as regards current day. It is the most
obvious of the Antichrist activities of physical
portendment. It is like maggots within a carcass; you
only see a few on the outside but the carcass is writhing
within. You will be devastated emotionally when you
find the ones who belong to these Satanic cults are some
of your topmost leaders. Oh, the guise will be great and
the denials loud but, dear ones, you do not have a symbol
of death and poison, for instance—skulls and bones,
without Master Satan being somewhere in the
woodwork.
You will look at the rituals of the Satanist cult and
probably say, “Well, but there are no human sacrifices
or blood-letting or-or-or.” Isn’t there? What about
hundreds of thousands of starving children the world
over? How about the people being murdered in
Colombia? What of a plane full of people in Flight 103?
RITUALS
I shall begin this by giving you a lesson in ritual
attitudes of Satan’s gatherings of the “John Doe” variety.
You can find it on any evening or afternoon, in any place
on planet Earth.
First you need some definitions:
THE WITCHES’ WAND: The wand, the most
important aid in witchcraft, may be made of many
different types of wood, such as willow, hazel, rowan,
elder, oak, and mistletoe. The wand should be made of
a slim tree limb about one inch in diameter and as long
as the distance from the elbow to the top of the
forefinger. Two inches of pith are removed from inside
the wand and the cavity is filled with a piece of cotton
where three to five drops of blood have been dropped.
The blood must come from the thumb, which is pricked
with a brand-new needle. The tip of the wand is then
sealed with dripping wax from the altar candle. A
pentagram and the magic name of the witch are painted
or engraved on the wand which is then consecrated with
water, fire, wind, oil, and three deep breaths of air in the
names of the god and goddess. These substances

MARKINGS ON THE TOOLS OF WITCHCRAFT:
[MM: To view these referenced markings,
please see page 75 of this Journal. The images
of the markings in my copy are not sufficiently
detailed to warrant scanning of same for
inclusion in this article.]
BLACK SABBATH
Perhaps the most famous and ancient of the
ceremonies of black magic are those known as Black
Sabbaths, practiced by black witches and devil
worshipers. I hesitate to use the name Satan in this
context, because most magicians agree that Satan is not
a real personality or power but rather a concentration of
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evil or negative vibrations. Of course, however, this is
the compilation of energies which is worshipped, so I
shall use the term. It is most openly used in your current
day, at any rate. Whenever a black magician invokes
Satan, he is, in fact, invoking the most negative and evil
aspects of his own mind—it is the mind that summons
the energies. The name of Satan, Lucifer, or whichever
demon he calls upon, serves simply to activate within
his psyche those forces. Ah, you say, “’Tis but much
like a religious church for God and Christ!” So be
it—it is only differing in intent and purpose.
Nevertheless, it must also be accepted that Satan and
his demonic hordes are undoubtedly archetypes of the
collective unconscious, and in this sense they do have
form and specific characteristics—further, they become
totally visible to the human eye if focused upon long
enough in descriptive format. “Well”, you now
say, “It sounds exactly like an Indian ceremony—
a pagan hoopla.” So be that also—you must never
leave sight of intent and purpose—NEVER! This is
why it is set up in this manner—to mislead,
confuse and totally mimic rituals of honor given by
ones of primitive and native people to honor God and
Creation, for they knew no difference and they were
most sacred in their practice—only glorifying life and
balance; never honoring destruction nor death.
Do not confuse the Black Mass with the Black
Sabbath. The Black Mass is, of course, the parody
of the Christian Mass in your hierarchal religions.
The Black Sabbath is older than the Black Mass,
which was invented by the French sometime about
the 17 th Century of your counting. The Black
Sabbath dates back beyond your 16 th Century and is
laid out in detail—which I shall lay out for you.
At the center of the clearing chosen for the
meeting would stand the black altar. Dharma, let us
find the description please and place it here that it
might not deviate from confirmation material. It will
be by Peter Haining in THE WARLOCK’S BOOK,
SECRETS OF BLACK MAGIC FROM THE ANCIENT
GRIMOIRES (Secaucus, N.J.: Citadel Press, 1973).
THIS IS FOR THE PROTECTION OF THIS SCRIBE—
FOR WE ARE NOW TINKERING WITH
INFORMATION WHICH IS MOST MAGNIFICENTLY
DANGEROUS TO HER PHYSICAL BEING.
“A large stone be best, but a wooden table will
suffice. On it stands two candles of human fat set in
black wooden candlesticks like the feet of a goat; a
magical sword with a black handle; a copper vase
containing blood; a censer holding perfumes, namely,
incense, camphor, alces, ambergris and storax mixed
with the blood of a goat, a mole and a bat; four nails
taken from the coffin of an executed criminal; the head
of a black cat which has been nourished on human flesh
for five days; the horns of a goat and the skull of a
parricide (a man who had killed his father).”
Of course, if all of these items were not
present, they would make do with whatever would
be next horribly best.
Just behind the altar would sit the goat figure
representing the devil. According to the grimoires, this
could be either a goat tied firmly upright in a chair with
a lighted black candle between its horns or a large black
cat with its head shorn and a cloak thrown over its
tightly restrained body. A huge erect phallus was usually
placed between the legs of this figure. On either side
would sit two beautiful witch maidens, the symbolic
brides of the devil, who would disrobe and join the
general festivities after the initial service of adoration.
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“When the company are assembled in a semicircle
facing the altar, the designated “high priest” (wearing
a simple black cloak with the Black Magic pentagram
on the back) steps forward to the goat figure and
presents a black turnip with the words, ‘Master help
us.’ There was abundant use of animals and birds in
the rituals. The man then pauses, takes a further step
forward and repeats: ‘I will come to the altar. Save
me Lord Satan from the treacherous and the violent.’
“Next follows the ‘Prayer to Satan’, which is
read from the Black Book and can be repeated after
the priest by the assembly:
“Oh, Satan, thou who art the shadow of God and of
ourselves, I speak these words of agony for the glory.
“Thou who are Doubt and Revolt, Sophism and
Impotence, thou livest again in us and round us, as
in the troubled centuries when thou didst reign,
darkness, shaking in thy left hand the abominable
sceptre of a bloody lingham.
“Today thy degenerate sons are scattered, and
celebrate thy cult in their hideouts. Thy traditional
pontiffs are blind shepherds, vile jades,
presumptuous magis, poisoners and pariahs.
“But thy people have increased, and Satan, thou
canst be proud of the multitude of thy Faithful ones,
as false as thy will has desired. This world which
denies thee, thou inhabitest it, thou wallowest in it as
on the dead roses of a mouldy, smelly midden.
“Thou has won, O Satan, though anonymous and
obscure for a few more years yet; but the coming
century will proclaim thy revenge. Thou shalt be
reborn in the Anti-Christ. The science of mysteries,
spurting suddenly in a black wave already quenches
the thirst of the curious and the uneasy; young
men and women see themselves mirrored in these
waves of illusion which intoxicate and madden.
“O charming Satan! I have torn off thy mask
of voluptuous gluttony, and I have fallen in love
with thy tearstained face, beautiful as an eternal
and defeated grudge.
“O hideous Satan! I have uncovered thy ignominy
to reveal the wildness. If thy involuntary torment has
the noble appearance of being irrevocable, it is
illumined by the honour of becoming a redemption.
O scapegoat of the world, thy beating heart of a
dead man covets the immense, the final depth—
thou utterest the sobs of a Messiah, but thou
corruptest and degrades like a damnation.
“Therefore I will tell of thy infamy, and thy
attraction. I will sing of thine infinite lament. Thou
art the last ideal of fallen man, but if thy cherub’s
wings seem to be impregnated with heaven, if thy
woman’s breast drips a sooting pity, thy scaly belly
and thy animal’s legs exude stinking idleness,
forgetfulness of courage, and consent to abjectness.
“O holy and impious Satan, symbol of the
degenerate universe, thou who knowest and sufferest,
may thou become, according to the word of the
Divine Promise, the atoning genius of Expiation!”
This prayer can be found in variations throughout the
world, brothers. It leads naturally into the initiation of
new “disciples”, if such there be. This ceremony
contained probably the most obscene element of all, for
the new member was required to bring with him or her
a liquid made from the flesh of a child. Another 16th Century document relates how the liquid was made:
“Those to be called to the Devil’s service lie in
wait for children. These are often found dead by their
parents and the simple people believe that they have

themselves overlain them, or that they died from
natural causes, but it is we who have destroyed them.
For that purpose we steal them out of the grave
and boil them with lime, till all the flesh is loosened
from the bones, and is reduced to one mass. We
make out of the firm part an ointment, and fill a
bottle with the fluid; and whoever drinks with due
ceremonies of this belongs to our league, and is
already capable of bewitching.”
Armed with a vial of this liquid, the initiate is
brought naked and blindfolded into the assembly,
“He being made to pass between great fires and
alarming noises to test his character”, according to
one report “And when his face was uncovered”, it
goes on, “he found himself in front of a monstrous
goat and must drink his potion in salute.”
Next the initiate must affirm his belief in Black Magic
and from a manuscript of the same period, we find a list
of the promises the new recruit had to make, each being
echoed back by the assembly after he had spoken.
[Al, this is a direct quote so ignore all misspelling.]
“I denie God, and all religion.
“I curse, blaspheme, and provoke God with all despite.
“I give my faith to the Devil, and my worship
and offer sacrifice to him.
“I doo solemnelie vow and promise all my
progenie unto the Devil.
“I sweare to the Devil to bring a manie into his
societie as I can.
“I will always sweare by the name of the Devil.”
This completed the ceremonial. All that
remained was for the new adept to perform the
osculum obsoenum, a kiss on the goat-figure’s
backside. This done, he was allowed to copulate
“with whichsoever maid there present did take his
eye, and to the delight of all the company.”
The rituals now over, the legendary banquet or
feast began, at which wine, meat, broth, bacon,
and bread were consumed. Some authorities have
stated that no salt was allowed, but this seems
merely a convenient invention, as one black book
records that “thy did indulge themselves on any
viands and drink which pleased them.” There is
not mention of the mandatory eating of human flesh
but the inference is present, of course. The food
and drink were “spiked” with aphrodisiacs and
stimulants as well as fermented liquids. The
“witch’s Satanic meetings” in Scotland, at that
time, were claimed to surpass all others.
For those who wished, dancing took place—during
which those who were still dressed took off their
clothes—and the shout went up: “Ha ha! Devil, Devil!
Dance here, Dance here! Play here, Play here!
Sabbat, Sabbat!” At some gatherings, the outlawed
“back to back” dancing was encouraged whilst at
others you can find reports of the game—played
Black Magic style. (This game, dear friends, your
children play as Blind Man’s Buff.) The witches, of
course, played it naked with a young warlock (also
naked) blindfolded and set loose among them.
Whoever he caught hold of, he was free to make love
(sic) to. Needless to say, the men always hoped to
“catch” a young girl, as sex relations were obligatory with
the witch he caught, regardless of her age or disposition.
Drugs, potions, and ointments were, naturally, much
in evidence—also, the conducting of certain spells and
rituals, which are best dealt with at a separate notation.
Of the sex acts, most followed traditional lines.
In the cases of women who claimed intercourse
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with the devil or demons, all can be ascribed to the
use of an artificial phallus, while the popularity of
sodomy may be put down to the fact that in many
European countries it was regarded as a crime
punishable by death, and this doubtless gave it an
added attraction to those dedicated to evil.
There were, of course, all types of chants and
actions to prolong these games as long as possible.
“The remainder of the proceedings continued as
the black witches and warlocks chose, but they
were required by common consent to disperse by
daybreak, making sure before they left to eradicate
all traces of their activities.”
The different types of rituals presented herein are all
of an “invoking” nature. The power invoked increases
gradually, as the intention becomes more morbid and
self-centered. Whereas the first ritual, the Pagan
Self-Blessing, was conceived for purification and
union with the godhead, the second ritual, the
witches’ ceremony, called for both purification and
power (“As I do so shall ye do.”). The third ritual
makes no pretense at purification—the aim is raw
power at any cost whatsoever. In fact, the black
magician basks in the most impure and vile actions in
order to be in greater harmony with the evil forces.
Power in magic is thus a neutral force. Its use
depends largely on the spiritual development, knowledge,
and intentions of the magician, or High Priest. But
whichever way it is used, the manipulation of power
for personal gratification is fraught with cosmic
retributions that the magician must never forget.
Now I witness that I have a lot of readers in
every mode of emotion from anger, illness and
inability to believe, to ones who are going to say Esu
Jmmanuel Jesus Sananda would never utter such
obscene terms and descriptions—OH, YES, I
WOULD AND DO! IF YOU DON’T OPEN
YOUR EYES AND SEE WHAT IS GOING ON
BEFORE YOUR VERY NOSES AND AMONG
YOUR CHILDREN AND A LARGE PORTION
OF YOUR POPULACE—YOU ARE DOOMED!!
FURTHER, LET IT BE KNOWN AT THIS VERY
POINT AND WITHOUT QUESTION: S-A-N-A-ND-A IS THE COUNTERPOINT LABEL OF S-A-T-AN! I SUGGEST YOU GET EVERY LAST DETAIL
OF THE DIFFERENCE FIRMLY PLACED WITHIN
YOUR CONSCIOUS MINDS! PERHAPS YOU DO
NOT KNOW WHO “SANANDA” IS BUT ALLOW
ME TO POINT OUT THAT THE ENEMY MOST
CERTAINLY DOES AND SO DO HIS FOLLOWERS.
It is truly sad that I must unload the truth
upon you in such vile manner and in such shocking
ways; and it will worsen, for I am going to lay it
out for you right up to current date and practice.
YOU MUST NOT HIDE LONGER!
Let us bring this to a close, for it is enough
vileness for a single sitting. If we might work more
this day, I will await your notification. I give
protection against this material, Dharma—go in peace.
This work must be brought forth—for man is
starving to know truth and he cannot know truth unless
he also knows of the lie. So be it; I move to stand-by.
I AM SANANDA OF LIGHT
[END OF PART 5]
For Part 1 of this Phoenix Journal #9 (SATAN’S
DRUMMERS) please see the 7/26/00 CONTACT
(page 9); Part 2 (3/14/01, page11); Part 3 (4/4/01,
page 7); Part 4 (4/11/01, page 9)—Call (800) 800-5565
for ordering information.
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
THE USS LIBERTY:
AMERICA’S MOST SHAMEFUL SECRET
By Eric S. Margolis,
majordomo@foreigncorrespondent.com, 4/29/01
NEW YORK—On the fourth day of the 1967 Arab
Israeli War, the intelligence ship USS Liberty was
steaming slowly in international waters, 14 miles off the
Sinai Peninsula. Israeli armored forces were racing deep
into Sinai in hot pursuit of the retreating Egyptian army.
Liberty, a World War II freighter, had been
converted into an intelligence vessel by the top-secret
U.S. National Security Agency, and packed with the
latest signals and electronic interception equipment.
The ship bristled with antennas and electronic “ears”
including TRSSCOMM, a system that delivered realtime intercepts to Washington by bouncing a
stream of microwaves off the moon.
Liberty had been rushed to Sinai to monitor
communications of the belligerents in the Third
Arab Israeli War: Israel and her foes, Egypt, Syria,
and Jordan.
At 0800 hrs, 8 June, 1967, eight Israeli recon flights
flew over Liberty, which was flying a large American
flag. At 1400 hrs, waves of low-flying Israeli Mystere
and Mirage-III fighter-bombers repeatedly attacked the
American vessel with rockets, napalm, and cannon.
The air attacks lasted 20 minutes, concentrating on
the ship’s electronic antennas and dishes. The Liberty
was left afire, listing sharply. Eight of her crew
lay dead, a hundred seriously wounded, including
the captain, Commander William McGonagle.
At 1424 hrs, three Israeli torpedo boats attacked,
raking the burning Liberty with 20mm and 40mm shells.
At 1431hrs an Israeli torpedo hit the Liberty midship,
precisely where the signals intelligence systems were
located. Twenty-five more Americans died.
Israeli gunboats circled the wounded Liberty, firing
at crewmen trying to fight the fires. At 1515, the crew
were ordered to abandon ship. The Israeli warships
closed and poured machine gun fire into the crowded life
rafts, sinking two. As American sailors were being
massacred in cold blood, a rescue mission by U.S. Sixth
Fleet carrier aircraft was mysteriously aborted on orders
from the White House.
An hour after the attack, Israeli warships and
planes returned. Commander McGonagle gave the
order. “prepare to repel boarders.” But the
Israelis, probably fearful of intervention by the
U.S. Sixth Fleet, departed. Liberty was left
shattered but still defiant, her flag flying.
The Israeli attacks killed 34 U.S. seamen and
wounded 171 out of a crew of 297, the worst loss
of American naval personnel from hostile action
since World War II.
Less than an hour after the attack, Israel told
Washington its forces had committed a “tragic error”.
Later, Israel claimed it had mistaken Liberty for an
ancient Egyptian horse transport. U.S. Secretary of
State, Dean Rusk, and Joint Chiefs of Staff head,
Admiral Thomas Moorer, insisted the Israeli attack was

deliberate and designed to sink Liberty. So did three CIA
reports; one asserted Israel’s Defense Minister, Gen.
Moshe Dayan, had personally ordered the attack.
In contrast to American outrage over North
Korea’s assault on the intelligence ship Pueblo, Iraq’s
mistaken missile strike on the USS Stark, last fall’s
bombing of the USS Cole in Aden, and the recent
U.S.-China air incident, the savaging of Liberty was
quickly hushed up by President Lyndon Johnson and
Defense Secretary Robert McNamara.
The White House and Congress immediately accepted
Israel’s explanation and let the matter drop. Israel later
paid a token reparation of U.S. $6 million. There were
reports two Israeli pilots who had refused to attack
Liberty were jailed for 18 years.
Surviving Liberty crewmembers would not be
silenced. They kept demanding an open inquiry and tried
to tell their story of deliberate attack to the media.
Israel’s government worked behind the scenes to thwart
these efforts, going so far as having American pro-Israel
groups accuse Liberty’s survivors of being “anti-Semites”
and “Israel-haters”. Major TV networks cancelled
interviews with the crew. A book about the Liberty by
crewman James Ennes was dropped from distribution.
The Israel lobby branded him “an Arab propagandist”.
The attack on Liberty was fading into obscurity until
last week, when intelligence expert James Bamford came
out with Body of Secrets, his latest book about the
National Security Agency. In a stunning revelation,
Bamford writes that unknown to Israel, a U.S. Navy EC121 intelligence aircraft was flying high overhead of the
Liberty, electronically recorded the attack. The U.S.
aircraft crew provides evidence that the Israeli pilots
knew full well that they were attacking a U.S. Navy ship
flying the American flag.
Why did Israel try to sink a naval vessel of its
benefactor and ally? Most likely because Liberty’s
intercepts flatly contradicted Israel’s claim, made
at the war’s beginning on 5 June, that Egypt had
attacked Israel, and that Israel’s massive air assault
on three Arab nations was in retaliation. In fact,
Israel began the war by a devastating, Pearl-Harbor
style surprise attack that caught the Arabs in bed
and destroyed their entire air forces.
Israel was also preparing to attack Syria to seize
its strategic Golan Heights. Washington warned Israel
not to invade Syria, which had remained inactive while
Israel fought Egypt. Bamford says Israel’s offensive
against Syria was abruptly postponed when Liberty
appeared off Sinai, then launched once it was knocked
out of action. Israel’s claim that Syria had attacked
it could have been disproved by Liberty.
Most significant, Liberty’s intercepts may have
shown that Israel seized upon sharply rising ArabIsraeli tensions in May-June 1967 to launch a longplanned war to invade and annex the West Bank,
Jerusalem, Golan and Sinai.
Far more shocking was Washington’s response.
Writes Bamford: “Despite the overwhelming evidence that
Israel attacked the ship and killed American servicemen
deliberately, the Johnson Administration and Congress
covered up the entire incident.” Why?

Domestic politics. Johnson, a man never noted for
high moral values, preferred to cover up the attack rather
than anger a key constituency and major financial backer
of the Democratic Party. Congress was even less eager
to touch this “third rail” issue.
Commander McGonagle was quietly awarded the
Medal of Honor for his and his men’s heroism—not in
the White House, as is usual, but in an obscure
ceremony at the Washington Navy Yard. Crewmember’s
graves were inscribed, “died in the Eastern
Mediterranean” as if they had been killed by disease,
rather than hostile action.
A member of President Johnson’s staff believed
there was a more complex reason for the cover-up:
Johnson offered Jewish liberals unconditional backing of
Israel, and a cover-up of the Liberty attack, in exchange
for the liberals toning down their strident criticism of his
policies in the then raging Vietnam War.
Israel, which claims it fought a war of selfdefense in 1967 and had no prior territorial ambitions,
will be much displeased by Bamford’s revelations.
Those who believe Israel illegally occupies the
West Bank and Golan will be emboldened.
Much more important, the U.S. government’s
long, disgraceful cover-up of the premeditated
attack on Liberty has now burst into the open and
demands full-scale investigation. After 34 years,
the voices of Liberty’s dead and wounded seamen
must finally be heard.
[JR: Israel’s deliberate attack on the USS Liberty
proves she is any nation’s worst nightmare as an
ally. Israel’s evil and treacherous acts, place her at
the top of the list along with Nazi Germany and
Soviet Russia. The USS Liberty and its men were
sacrificed so Israel could start a war to begin her
land grab in the Middle East. What is outrageous
about the whole incident is that when challenged by
the Liberty crew survivors, Israel brands them as
haters of Israel and anti-Semites. Israel treats the
U.S. as she does her enemies and she won’t hesitate
to sacrifice us in her bloody wars. Isn’t it time we
Americans demand that Israel be identified as a
rogue state, cut off our military aid and assistance
and our President and Congress stop covering up
the truth to protect Israel and her interests? Now
that the truth has finally been exposed, all the
families of the victims on the USS Liberty should sue
Israel for billions. That’s the only language they
understand. They have always sued whenever they
“claim” they are the victims.]
MUBARAK TALKS OF TRUCE,
PALESTINIANS DENY KNOWLEDGE
Arabia On Line, 4/29/01
Peres was in Cairo to discuss
an Egyptian-Jordanian peace proposal
that calls for an end to violence
CAIRO—Israeli-Palestinian clashes flared again
on Sunday despite talk by Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak of a four-week ceasefire agreement to
end the bloodshed.
“The two sides have agreed to a ceasefire,” he
said after talks with Israeli Foreign Minister
Shimon Peres in Cairo.
“After a ceasefire of four weeks, negotiations
between the two sides will start to reach a solution to
the current situation,” Mubarak told reporters.
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“There are still issues that we have to clarify and I
don’t want to claim that everything is okay and
everything is agreed,” Peres said after talks here with
Mubarak and Foreign Minister Amr Mussa.
“But I can say that an agreement on how to handle
the situation was really achieved,” Peres said.
Palestinian officials said they had no knowledge of
any ceasefire deal. “We were not informed of such an
agreement. This is the first we hear of it,” a senior
official in Gaza said.
Peres was in Cairo to discuss an Egyptian-Jordanian
peace proposal that calls for an end to violence,
confidence-building measures and a return to peace talks.
The foreign minister was due to travel on to Jordan
and then return to brief Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon before flying to Washington late on Sunday for
talks with Secretary of State Colin Powell and other
senior U.S. officials.
The talk from Cairo produced no immediate let-up in
violence that has killed at least 443 Palestinians, and 75
Israelis killed since a Palestinian uprising against Israeli
occupation erupted exactly seven months ago.
Israeli tanks fired four shells near the Khan
Younis refugee camp in the southern Gaza Strip,
wounding an 11-year-old boy in the leg, Palestinian
hospital sources said.
An army spokesman said troops had been replying
to gunfire from Khan Younis at military posts near the
Jewish settlements of Gadid and Neve Dekalim, where
one Israeli was wounded.
Further north, soldiers guarding Kfar Darom
settlement fired three tank shells at a Palestinian
intelligence post in Deir al-Balah, wounding two people,
a Palestinian security spokesman said, adding that
Palestinians had not been firing at the time.
The army said Palestinians had fired two mortar
bombs at Kfar Darom, causing no casualties.
Troops also battled Palestinian gunmen in Beit
Hanoun in the southern Gaza Strip, Palestinian security
officials said.
The Israeli army said a bomb exploded near a bus
taking Jewish settler children to school in the West Bank
west of Nablus, causing no Israeli casualties. Army
radio said the body of a possible suicide bomber had
been found in a car nearby.
In Israel’s coastal town of Netanya, police used a
robot to detonate a bomb placed in a paint bucket. The
blast damaged a row of shops and police said they had
detained an Arab suspect.
Pastry shop owner Mati Lasri told Israel Radio
he had alerted police after looking into the bucket,
left next to a ladder 20 minutes earlier, and finding
a battery and wires.
On Saturday a Palestinian and an Israeli were killed
in separate shootings and five Jewish settlers were hurt
in a Palestinian mortar attack in the Gaza Strip.
It was the third mortar attack on Jewish
settlements in Gaza in 24 hours and prompted
Sharon to accuse the Palestinian Authority of being
“actively involved” in such strikes.
Arafat reminded his security chiefs on Saturday
night of the need to stop mortar attacks, one of his
top aides said.
“Last night President Arafat called the meeting
to reconfirm the decision,” Tayeb Abdel-Rahim
told Reuters.
Despite the mortar attacks, Israeli officials said Israel
would pursue plans to ease a blockade of the Palestinian
territories by letting 11,000 more Palestinians work in Israel.
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ISRAEL’S PERES ENDS TALKS IN JORDAN
Arabia.com, 4/29/01
AMMAN (Reuters)—Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres ended talks with Jordan’s King Abdullah in the Red
Sea port of Aqaba on Sunday on ways of curbing IsraeliPalestinian violence and resuming peace talks, officials said.
Palace officials said the two-hour-long talks at the
monarch’s beachside palace, attended by Prime Minister
Ali Abu Al-Ragheb and Foreign Minister Abdulilah AlKhatib, focused on a joint Egyptian-Jordanian peace plan
to stem the bloodshed.
Earlier in Cairo, Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr
Moussa said Israel and the Palestinians were still
discussing a ceasefire accord that Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak had announced after meeting Peres.
Peres said he had told Egyptian leaders that Israel
would take “unconditional, immediate steps to facilitate the
life of the people in the territories in every possible way”.
Peres did not elaborate. But Israeli officials have
already announced plans to let 11,000 more Palestinians
work in Israel.
Jordanian officials were unavailable for comment on
whether Peres had given a favorable response to the
peace plan, the only diplomatic initiative to end seven
months of violence.
“The response will constitute a real test of Israeli
intentions,” a senior cabinet minister earlier told Reuters.
Peres will brief Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
before flying to Washington later on Sunday for talks
with U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell.
Jordanian officials said the peace plan offered Israel
a chance to extricate itself from an increasingly dangerous
situation that endangered the security of the whole region.
The plan drafted by Egypt and Jordan, the only
two moderate Arab states to have signed peace
treaties with Israel, has drawn cautious U.S.
interest and Russian praise.
Israel has said it was considering the proposals which
call for an end to bloodshed, the rebuilding of confidence
and the resumption of an Israeli-Palestinian peace talks.
SHARON: WE WON’T RENEW NEGOTIATIONS
AFTER ONLY 4 WEEKS OF QUIET
The Globe—UK, 4/30/01
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon said today that
diplomatic negotiations with the Palestinians can be
resumed only after an extended period of total quiet.
Sharon said he does not accept the proposal to resume
diplomatic negotiations with the Palestinians after four
weeks, and that a much longer trial period is needed.
Senior officials in the Prime Minister’s Bureau made
it clear that only if the Palestinian Authority (PA) proves
it will take serious action to fight violence, and total calm
reigns in the territories, will it then be possible to discuss
renewed diplomatic negotiations.
Palestinian Legislative Council Chairman Abu-Ala
today denied reaching an agreement for a cease-fire
between Israel and the PA with Minister of Foreign
Affairs Shimon Peres or any other Israeli representative.
Yesterday, Palestinian sources reported through the
“Yediot Ahronot” Website YNET, that comments by
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak about a planned ceasefire were based on understandings reached between AbuAla and the Prime Minister’s son, Omri Sharon. AbuAla said in an interview with the Palestinian newspaper

Al-Quds that talk about an agreement with Israel “is
odd”. He emphasized that there are no diplomatic
contacts, nor is he involved in any diplomacy, except for
diplomacy surrounding the Egyptian-Jordanian initiative.
Israel has yet to state whether it will accept the plan.
Palestinian media claims that Peres’s visit to Egypt
and Jordan has failed, and that Israel is continuing its
attempts to drag things out in order to negate the
Egyptian-Jordanian initiative.
[JR: As you can see by the previous articles on
these cease-fire negotiations between Egypt,
Jordan and Peres for Israel, that Sharon will not
accept any agreement negotiated by anyone else.
Sharon will find every excuse to negate any talk
of peace until everything is on his conditions and
his own plan, which will never be publicly
revealed, as then the world would find him
unacceptable. So we are left with these
continuous political games of excessive revenge that
many world leaders are also growing tired of.]
IRAN BOOSTS PALESTINIAN UPRISING
Strafor, 4/26/01
To reassert its importance in the Middle East, Iran
is moving to revive its role as a sponsor for Palestinian
and Lebanese radical groups.
Tehran aims to hinder peace talks over the Palestinian
uprising in Israel to demonstrate to Israelis and others that
it still wields power and influence in the region.
As a sponsor and coordinator of the Palestinian
opposition, Iran undermines Palestinian leader Yasser
Arafat’s ability to negotiate peace with Israel, while
Tehran improves the effectiveness of militant groups in
attacking Israel.
This week, Iran hosted a two-day international
conference in Tehran to support the Palestinian uprising
in Israel. Tehran hopes to isolate Arafat and assume
control over the intifada. In fact, while Arafat works
with Egypt and Jordan to resume peace talks, Iran has
called for strengthening the uprising.
While publicly forming ties to groups like Hamas,
Hezbollah and the Islamic Jihad, Tehran’s efforts will
damage Iran’s image among some foreign leaders, others
will look to Tehran as an influential third party.
During the conference, Iranian President
Mohammad Khatami “stressed the importance of
unity among combatant groups and told those
attending that the most important issue in Palestine
is strengthening the Intifada,” Iranian state news
agency IRNA reported April 24.
By focusing on problems the Palestinians face,
Khatami and Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei also turn the public’s attention away from the
June 8 presidential elections, likely to be the next big
battle between conservative and reformist factions,
Parliamentary representatives from 35 Arab and
Islamic nations and leaders from several Palestinian
opposition groups attended the conference.
Palestinian National Authority President Yasser
Arafat was noticeably absent.
Iran plans to undercut Arafat’s efforts toward peace
by offering the Palestinians an alternative. Iranian leaders
also have suggested calling a referendum among the
“original inhabitants of Palestine on the country’s future”,
the BBC reported April 24.
Sponsoring radical groups opposed to Arafat is
a key strategy in achieving this goal. In May
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1999, Khatami met several Palestinian opposition
leaders in Syria, reportedly holding talks with
former Palestinian National Council Chairman
Khaled al-Fahoum; Ahmed Jibril, leader of the
People’s Front for the Liberation of Palestine,
General Command; and Secretary General of
Islamic Jihad Ramadan Abdullah Shalah.
Ironically, during the last few years, Iran had
reduced its support of international radical groups.
Aimed at attracting foreign investment, Iran cut down its
supply of weapons to groups like Hezbollah and toned
down rhetoric supporting these groups.
But today, Tehran is moving to reverse that trend.
Before arms and training can resume, however, Iran
must first consolidate its position as leader of the various
radical groups and develop a coordinated policy among
the groups.
Now is an opportune time for Iran to make such a
move since Arafat’s ability to control the violence in the
territories has come into question.
Even Israel divides on the issue. Israeli Military
Intelligence argues Arafat is in complete control over the
violence, while Israel’s Shin Bet argues the Palestinian
leader has lost control and receives direction from
Palestinian security officials, the Israeli daily Ha’aretz
reported April 23.
By holding the Palestinian summit, Iran probably
aims to capitalize on Arafat’s declining credibility and
bolster his opponents’ credibility. Iran’s leaders met
with many of Arafat’s staunchest rivals.
It did not take long to measure the impact of the
Tehran meetings. Israel already is accusing Iran of
supporting radical groups. Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon claimed Tehran was building a rocket base in
Lebanon that could mount attacks against Israel. Hamid
Reza-Assefi, a spokesman for the Iranian Foreign
Ministry, denied Sharon’s claims, according to a report
from Agence France-Presse.
Tehran probably will support escalating violence by
these groups in Israel, then quickly bring it to a halt.
Turning the attacks on and off like a spigot is necessary
to demonstrate Tehran’s influence.
This will spur Arafat and Sharon to counter
Iranian influence. Already, Sharon has softened his
stance toward Arafat, and Israel is reportedly
considering the Egyptian-Jordanian peace plan.
Neither Israel nor Arafat wants Tehran to bolster
militant groups. In response, the two may find it
necessary to work together to prevent it.
[JR: Iran did make a sincere efforts to reduce its
support of the many radical groups in an attempt to
reduce the sanctions against Iran, aimed at
attracting foreign investment and gain the release of
bank accounts frozen for decades by the U.S. and
Europe. Since their efforts to reform were
ineffective in changing the policies of the Western
powers, Iran has now reverted back to supporting
the many radical groups in the Middle East,
especially those focused on Israel’s abuse of
Palestinians. I agree Arafat is no longer an
effective leader of the PLO or the Palestinian people
and has been severely compromised, but his
replacement must represent the Palestinian people
and not be a tool for the anti-Israeli radical groups.
The longer this hate game is played out between
Israel and the Palestinians the more these radical
groups will gain influence. Thanks to the Israeli and
U.S. policies, they have actually increased the hatred
in the Middle East, not reduced it.]
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SHARON: ISRAEL’S NEIGHBORS
NOT THE PROBLEM; IRAN IS

EU PREPARES TO PUNISH ISRAEL
OVER GAZA ATTACKS

World Tribune.com, Middle East Newsline, 4/27/01

By Ambrose Evans-Pritchard (Brussels),
Alan Philps (Jerusalem), Telegraph—UK, 4/26/01

TEL AVIV—Israel’s military chief says Arab
neighbors are not planning war, but Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon said Iran is trying hard to spark a conflict.
Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Shaul Mofaz said despite
rising military tension with the Palestinians and Syrians,
Israel does not see preparations for war by Arab
neighbors. Mofaz cited Israel’s peace treaties with Egypt
and Jordan as strategic factors that stabilize the region.
“There is no intention for war among any of the
countries who share a border with Israel,” Mofaz said in
an interview on Israel Radio. Certainly [plans of war] this
does not exist in Israel or the Israeli Defense Forces.”
Mofaz said other elements are trying to attack
Israel. The general said Saudi billionaire fugitive
Osama Bin Laden is trying to launch strikes against the
Jewish state. Earlier this week, Israeli authorities
arrested a Palestinian attorney accused of being a Bin
Laden agent. Palestinian sources termed the detained
attorney, Adnan Hafar, a human rights activist.
For his part, Sharon pointed to a growing threat
from Lebanon, where Hizbullah has vowed to attack
Israeli positions. The prime minister said Iran has
launched construction of a missile base in Lebanon.
“Iran has started building a base in Lebanon
from which they can fire rockets or long-range
Katyushas that can reach the center of the
country,” Sharon told the Jerusalem Post.
In Berlin, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak again warned
that the current tension in the Middle East is more dangerous
than war. But Mubarak, in an interview with German
television, ruled out the prospect of a regional conflict.
Mubarak has urged the Bush administration to retain
U.S. peacekeepers in the Sinai peninsula, which is
adjacent to Israel. On Tuesday, the issue of the U.S.
deployment was raised during a Senate Armed Services
Committee hearing to confirm Dov Zakheim, nominated
to the post of undersecretary and comptroller.
Zakheim, who served in the Reagan administration
and is regarded as a Middle East expert, was asked by
Sen. Carl Levin, a Michigan Democrat, regarding the
nominee’s reported comment that U.S. peacekeeping
operations were strategically marginal. Zakheim
responded that U.S. deployment decision whether in
Bosnia, Kosovo or Sinai should be taken in consultation
with Washington’s allies.
[JR: This article seems to be an Israeli diplomatic
propaganda release just prior to Perez’s failed
meetings in Egypt and Jordan to discuss their new
plans for a Israeli-Palestinian peace initiative, later
rejected by Sharon. To say “plans of war do not
exist in Israel or the Israeli Defense Forces” is an
outright propaganda ploy since Israel has stated
many times that they must be prepared for war at
all times because they are surrounded by hostilities
and enemies of Israel. I also can’t help but notice
the increase of Zionists in Dubya Bush’s
administration, in this case the confirmation of Dov
Zakheim, nominated to the post of undersecretary
and comptroller. To think that in February, American
Jews were openly complaining about the fewer number
of Jews being considered for key positions in this
administration, although even a large number
would never be enough. I guess Washington
would not be able to function without Zionists.]

The European Union is preparing to strip Israel of
privileged trade access as a punishment for the use of
“excessive force” against the Palestinians.
EU diplomats confirmed yesterday that it was now
almost certain that the 15 EU foreign ministers would
agree to punitive action at a key meeting on May 21,
clamping down on Israel’s long-standing abuse of
Europe’s “Rules of Origin” regime.
This means Israel will no longer be able to get away
with exporting duty-free goods made at Jewish
settlements in the West Bank and Gaza as if they were
Israeli products. EU sources said the Israeli ambassador
in Brussels requested an urgent meeting with Chris
Patten, the European external affairs commissioner, in
the hope of heading off a rift.
If relations continued to deteriorate, it could
ultimately lead to the suspension of the EU’s Association
Agreement with Israel, though there was no support yet
among member states for this “nuclear option”.
Last week, the EU signalled its tough new line by
condemning Israel’s 24-hour incursion into the Gaza
Strip and its attacks on targets in Lebanon as “excessive
and disproportionate”.
Israel had been counting on the traditional influence of
Germany and Britain to head off calls by a French-led
block for punitive measures, but the government of Ariel
Sharon appears to have misjudged the level of dismay in
EU capitals over the Israeli military incursion into zones
considered sacrosanct under the Oslo Accords.
Diplomats in Brussels say Israel’s leadership has
been slow to recognise the EU’s transformation from a
trading block to an aspiring superpower. The Amsterdam
Treaty, which came into force in 1999, created an
embryonic EU foreign and defence ministry under the
control of a “High Representative”, Javier Solana.
At the same time, Commissioner Patten is
turning the EU’s aid budget, the biggest in the
world, into the spearhead of a foreign global policy.
The Middle East is a prime target for a
demonstration of growing EU influence.
Brussels is the largest donor to the Palestinian
Authority, spending £110 million a year. A further £390
million is spent annually bolstering peace moves in the
four neighbouring states.
In Jerusalem, Israeli officials said any punitive action
by the EU would be counter-productive if the bloc really
wanted to play a significant role in Middle East peacemaking. It would only reinforce the perception among
Israelis of bias against them.
[JR: Evidently Israel has not placed enough of their
Zionists in the EU hierarchy necessary to block any
potential punitive action against Israel for abuses
against the Palestinians and violating agreements
and international law. Will Israel’s Zionists now use
their infamous charges of Anti-Semitism that have
caused many world leaders to tremble and retreat
from the powerful Zionist threat of character and
financial assassination? Although this may be just
talk on the part of the EU—but if they do take
strong punitive action after their meeting on May
21, it may make the Zionists realize that they are
not as invincible as they may have thought. Of
course, the U.S. is under their control.]
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EGYPT SET TO BUY
RUSSIAN NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY,
MISSILES, SPY SATELLITES
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 4/26/01
MOSCOW—Egypt is negotiating for the purchase
of nuclear technology, missiles and spy satellites from
Russia in what is being termed as the most significant
effort to acquire advanced Russian systems in more
than 20 years.
In Washington, a U.S. official said the Cairo
effort could mark a major change in Egyptian policy
just weeks after President Hosni Mubarak visited
Washington seeking enhanced strategic ties.
Under Mubarark, deliveries in Russian weapons
were sharply reduced over the last decade as Cairo
bought U.S. systems for its air force, army and navy.
Egypt receives $1.3 billion a year in U.S. military aid.
The Egyptian interest in advanced Russian
weapons was reported by both Russian and Egyptian
diplomatic sources in Moscow, Middle East Newsline
reported. The sources said Cairo also wants Moscow
to build a nuclear reactor in Egypt.
Mubarak held talks in Moscow with Russian
leaders on Thursday. Mubarak is leading a
delegation of senior ministers who have held talks
with their Russian counterparts on defense and
technological cooperation. The Egyptian president
is scheduled to visit a Russian missile factory and
the London-based Al Hayat daily reported on
Thursday that he is also expected to meet Russian
Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov.
Egypt and Russia have already agreed to
encourage investments and cooperate in science
and technology. The two countries also pledged to
cooperate in nuclear energy and space cooperation.
Officials said the nuclear cooperation would be
limited to civilian use.
Mubarak is scheduled to attend the signing of
an Egyptian-Russian cooperation accord in Moscow
on Friday.
Egyptian sources said Cairo has increased its
cooperation with Moscow in the nuclear field.
They said Egypt bought an electronic accelerator
from Russia and has been receiving training from
Moscow. The accelerator produces radioactive
isotopes and was purchased through the Viennabased International Atomic Energy Agency.
But both Egyptian and Russian sources said the
two countries were discussing military cooperation
and procurement by Cairo of Russian defense
systems. The official Cairo-based Middle East
News Agency said the Mubarak delegation is also
discussing such projects as remote-sensing and the
manufacture of medium-range missiles.
Another project being discussed is a joint
production of the TU 204-120 aircraft in Egypt. Two
Tupolev passenger and one cargo aircraft were
delivered to Egypt in 1998 and 1999.
All of these projects were expected to be raised
during Mubarak’s meeting with Russian President
Vladimir Putin on Thursday. Mubarak, a former
Egyptian air force chief, is said to be personally
familiar with Russian weapons.
In Washington, a U.S. official said the
administration was following Mubarak’s talks with
his Russian hosts.
Trade between Russia and Egypt collapsed in

the late 1990s amid Russia’s economic crisis and
disputes over investment issues.
[JR: Vital resources for projects and developments
are being sacrificed by several of the countries
in the Middle East to compete militarily with
the State of Israel. They (along with the U.S.)
will be poorer for it all and Israel will grow
stronger and richer at the expense of us all.
Remove U.S. support from Israel and only then
will you see a peace agreement for the Middle
East without having a war. It is the threat from
Israel that feeds the Middle East arms race.]
CHINA GRABS SECRETS FROM PLANE
By Bill Gertz, The Washington Times, 4/27/01
Chinese military intelligence recovered large
amounts of classified documents from the downed
EP-3E surveillance aircraft in what U.S. officials say
is a major compromise of secrets.
The classified documents include secret
information on Chinese communications facilities and
other targets of eavesdropping, said intelligence
officials who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
One intelligence official said that damage is
difficult to assess because the plane still is in Chinese
hands. However, the official said the capture of
classified documents is a major loss.
The Pentagon is still trying to get China to return
the plane that made an emergency landing on Hainan
island after colliding with a Chinese F-8 jet that had
been flying too close.
Negotiations with the Chinese are being led by
U.S. Ambassador to China Joseph W. Prueher. Asked
the Pentagon’s position, one senior official said: “We
want the plane back.”
White House deputy press secretary Scott
McClellan said just because the administration has not
made many announcements about the status of the
plane does not mean its return is not a high priority
for the president.
He added that the National Security Council
maintains that “we will continue to have ongoing
diplomatic discussions.”
Pentagon spokesman Rear Adm. Craig Quigley
declined to specify what has been learned about
compromised information in debriefings with the 24
crewmembers who were detained by the Chinese
military until their release April 12.
Asked if there was a loss of secrets in the aircraft,
Adm. Quigley told reporters: “We feel there was.” He
did not elaborate.
The preliminary assessment of the losses is part
of a damage estimate being conducted by the National
Security Agency, the Pentagon’s electronic
eavesdropping and code-breaking agency. The EP-3E
crew, using hammers and axes, destroyed most of the
electronic gear on the aircraft in the minutes after the
April 1 collision with a Chinese F-8 jet.
One official said cryptographic equipment and
keys were destroyed by the crew, but there are fears
the Chinese might be able to recover the damaged
equipment. If so, it would be a major loss because
it would give the Chinese military a limited capability
to read secret U.S. military communications.
The crew was unable to destroy the sensitive
documents on the aircraft, which were obtained by
Chinese military intelligence.
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U.S. intelligence officials said the Chinese military
dispatched about 100 technicians to Lingshui air base
on Hainan island to examine the state-of-the-art
surveillance plane. Chinese military intelligence
operates numerous electronic eavesdropping posts
around its territory.
Several posts were successful in spying on
U.S. and Saudi military communications before the
1991 Persian Gulf War. The Chinese military,
according to U.S. intelligence reports, was able to
predict the start of the allied ground offensive
against Iraq to within hours of the actual start.
James Bamford, author of a new book on the
National Security Agency, said the loss of
classified documents would be “extremely valuable”
for Chinese intelligence.
“The EP-3s probably carry a lot of documents
that indicate what we know about Chinese
communications and radar systems, such as
frequencies and radar pulse rates,” he said. That
information could be used to frustrate or deceive
future U.S. electronic surveillance.
U.S. intelligence-gathering planes also are known
to carry lists of Chinese targets, Mr. Bamford said.
The lists would make it easier for the Chinese to
alter their communications or electronic signatures
to make eavesdropping more difficult.
Mr. Bamford said the damage would be even
worse if the Chinese obtained “key cards” used to
scramble and unscramble coded communications.
“The cards probably will not do too much good
in the future because NSA probably changed the
codes as soon as the plane was captured,” said Mr.
Bamford, who revealed new details of the spy agency
in his book, Body of Secrets.
A second intelligence official said the initial
damage assessment from the loss of the aircraft is “a
matter of concern”.
U.S. government officials told Reuters that the
crew did not destroy as much of the sensitive material
on the $80 million aircraft as first reports indicated.
“They weren’t able to get a lot of it,” one source
knowledgeable about the Pentagon’s damage
assessment told the news agency.
“We still feel that the crew did the best job they
could with the time that they had after the collision
and before the plane touched down on Hainan island,”
Adm. Quigley said. “It wasn’t perfect, but we feel
they did the best job that they could.”
When the crew is fully questioned, the
Pentagon will then analyze “very carefully” what
damage there was and “what changes then we
might have to make in procedures, in equipment…
in order to compensate for that possible
compromise,” Adm. Quigley said.
The aircraft is still at Lingshui air base on
Hainan Island.
[JR: Do you really think that this collision was
just a coincidental accident? It worked out to an
even greater advantage for the Chinese when
they were able to force the damaged EP-3E to
land on one of China’s top electronics research
facilities at Lingshui air base on Hainan island.
Even if the American crew was able to destroy
all intelligence data and destroy all the
equipment, which they didn’t, the Chinese are
very good at reverse engineering. Chalk up
another win-win situation for the Chinese—and
Clinton was not involved in this one.]
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CHINA ANTI-SATELLITE DEVELOPMENT
CONTINUING
By Jon Dougherty, WorldNetDaily.com, 4/26/01
Ongoing effort focusing on
‘co-orbital space weapons’
China is continuing to develop anti-satellite weapons
aimed at reducing a huge military advantage held over the
People’s Liberation Army by the United States.
According to Jane’s Defense Weekly, China’s
ongoing anti-satellite effort is focusing on “co-orbital
space weapons” and “a terrestrial laser, to be used for
blinding satellite optics”.
Chinese laser weapons development dates back to
the 1960s, as reported in 1999 by WorldNetDaily.
Beijing’s laser technology is thought to equal or surpass
U.S. capabilities, analysts said then.
Also, quoting Asia arms experts and published
Chinese reports, WND reported on China’s anti-satellite
development in January.
The Jane’s report said China’s anti-satellite weapons
programs are said “to have benefited both from PRC
(People’s Republic of China) research and development”
from the 1980s and beyond, “and the transfer of Cold
War-era space weapon technology from Russia.”
WND said one of the new Chinese weapons is
designed to “stick” to the body of enemy satellites so as
to go unnoticed, then rendering it ineffective through
jamming when activated.
Anti-satellite programs, known by the acronym
ASAT, are of increasing concern to U.S. military
planners because of the Pentagon’s reliance on spacebased command, control and guidance satellites. Civilian
leaders are worried because of the damage ASATs could
do to domestic communications and infrastructuresupport satellites.
Jane’s said the Chinese are already ground testing
their programs and will begin flight testing them in 2002.
One aspect of the ASAT program is said to be based
on Soviet-developed co-orbital techniques that were
perfected in the 1980s.
“The kill mechanism of the PRC ASAT remains
uncertain from published reports,” Jane’s said, but the
Soviet-developed system envisioned “a large orbital
vehicle using a fragmentation warhead as its kill
mechanism—probably the most likely approach” for a
Chinese ASAT weapon.
The magazine Foreign Affairs said in this month’s
issue that the U.S. also experimented with similar
“rudimentary” ASAT vehicles in the 1980s. The
magazine said both Washington and Moscow had
developed crude ASAT capabilities, but little further
development—at least by the Pentagon—had been
conducted since then.
Echoing the details of the January WND report,
Jane’s said “there are unconfirmed reports that the kill
mechanism [of the Chinese ASAT] is a micro- or nanosatellite capable of flying close to the target satellite or
even attaching itself as a parasite.…”
That vehicle, Jane’s confirmed, “is also reported to
have the option for the non-lethal jamming of a satellite
as well as destroying it.”
But, the weekly defense publication said, terrestrial
optical sensors “are likely to be able to detect” even such
small satellite “parasites” in low Earth orbit.
China is known to be working on such
systems, but current micro-satellites which have an
on-board propulsion system are intended only for
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space-based station keeping.
“None have had the amount of fuel [onboard]
to match the orbit of another satellite, let alone
dock with a target,” Jane’s said.
Despite the uncertainty of the details of China’s
nano-satellite development, ASAT programs remain
vibrant within the Chinese military nonetheless. The laser
weapon concept has also been investigated by the U.S.—
tested even, against an old Air Force satellite last year—
and is part of China’s “asymmetric warfare” program,
designed to develop cost-effective, technologically simple
concepts of warfare to combat complex U.S. systems.
[JR: Isn’t it ironic that China “accidentally acquired”
our latest technology from our EP-3E surveillance
aircraft, that was damaged and forced to land at
China’s Lingshui air base on Hainan island, an
electronics research facilitiy? Now they will be able
to coordinate intelligence between ground, airborne
reconnaissance and satellite telemetry for targeting
our eyes and ears in the sky with their anti-satellite
weaponry. Talk about a “lucky” giant leap forward
for the Chinese.]
U.S. MUST SPEED TAX CUTS
TO AVOID SLUMP, IMF SAYS
By Mark Drajem, Bloomberg News, 4/24/01
Washington—The U.S. needs to speed up its
tax cuts, the European Union should lower interest
rates and Japan must overhaul its banks to head
off a global economic slump, the International
Monetary Fund’s top official said.
“Worldwide, there is a self-reinforcing,”
downward tug, said Horst Koehler, the IMF’s
managing director. “There is no region of the
world that takes up the slack.”
The U.S. should make a tax cut retroactive to spur
growth, and be ready to reduce interest rates again,
Koehler said at a breakfast with reporters before the
global lender’s spring meetings in Washington this week.
Japan must dispose of bad loans in its banks
and push poor-performing companies into
bankruptcy, and the European Central Bank should
reduce interest rates, he said.
Without those policy changes and renewed
global economic growth, economies such as Argentina,
Turkey and Indonesia will find it hard to escape a
debt crunch and economic slowdown, he said.
“Argentina is in a difficult situation, no doubt,”
he said, referring to the country’s cancellation of
a $750 million debt auction yesterday. Economy
Minister Domingo Cavallo now needs to provide
more details on how he plans to pull Argentina out
of a three-year recession, Koehler said.
Overall Latin American economies “will come out of
this turbulence not damaged too much,” he said.
The IMF is ready to provide new loans to
those countries—as needed—and as long as they
pursue sound policies, he said.
No Need to Panic.
What measures countries should take to prevent a
global recession will be the heart of discussions during
the meeting of finance officials from the IMF’s 183member countries. Unlike previous IMF gatherings, this
meeting will focus on the necessary policy responses in
the richest nations, not the poorest ones.
“There is no need to panic, no need to be overly
pessimistic,” Koehler said. Yet “pre-emptive early policy

responses” from the U.S., Japan and Europe are needed.
“We are indeed now living in a globalized world, where
the slowing down is absolutely interconnected.”
Koehler’s comments echoed those made by U.S.
Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill last week. “I think
we’re all in this together,” O’Neill said then, saying he
was “mystified” that European officials still expected
strong growth in the face of the U.S. problems.
Koehler didn’t offer specific forecasts.… The IMF
predicts global growth of 3 percent this year, dragged
down from close to 5 percent last year by U.S. growth
which the IMF says will be as low as 1.5 percent and
Japanese growth that will be barely positive.
“The Japanese economy will show growth this year,
but not enough,” Koehler said.
In the U.S., Koehler commended the “decisive”
steps taken by the Federal Reserve in cutting interest
rates four times this year. The Fed should stay poised,
ready to cut rates again as needed. In addition, the tax
cut being pushed through the U.S. Congress by President
George W. Bush should include a “strong upfront and
retroactive element,” he said.
In Japan, probable new Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi, needs to be more “ambitious and expeditious”
in pushing banks to clean up their books and weak
companies to be restructured. In addition, the
government needs to be more open about policy options.
Koehler also reiterated his call for the European
Central Bank to cut interest rates in order to spur growth
both in Europe and the world.
“I think an interest rate cut from the ECB would be
helpful,” he said. The European bank next meets to
discuss interest rates on Thursday, just before the IMF
meetings kick off.
[JR: Oh, the arrogance of Horst Koehler, IMF’s
managing director. He imagines himself the
financial wizard of the world and that he alone
knows what each country must do to stabilize the
world’s economy. Perhaps his ego is even bigger
than the huge number of bad loans issued by the
IMF, knowing that those loans could never be
paid once the nation’s assets are lost to financial
speculators that work in conjunction with the
International Monetary and Financial Committee.
Once a country gets a loan from the IMF or WB
it generates a feeding frenzy of international
financial speculators until there are no assets
left to steal at a fraction of its value. It’s
similar to an estate auction where everything
must be sold and the bidders are in collusion.]
IMF EYES CRISIS PREVENTION
CNNFN, 4/29/01
WASHINGTON (Reuters)—The head of the IMF
said on Sunday the global lender will make crisis
prevention its top priority and develop “early warning
systems” to lessen the need for massive rescue packages
which cost billions of dollars.
While the International Monetary Fund’s policymaking committee—called the International
Monetary and Financial Committee—met, police
braced for protests outside which were expected to
be modest, peaceful and low-key.
IMF Managing Director Horst Koehler told the
committee, which determines how the lender conducts
itself and lays out the agenda for ongoing reform, that
crisis prevention would be the defining focus of the
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institution under his leadership.
“The IMF needs to work even harder to put
crisis prevention at the heart of its activities,”
Koehler said in his presentation to the IMFC.
“Highest on our agenda for the coming months
should be further work on early warning systems.”
Koehler said such a focus, based on “early and
preemptive action”, would make the IMF leaner and
more efficient and make multibillion rescue
packages like those seen during the Asian financial
crisis of 1997-1999 less common in the future.
“A stronger focus on crisis prevention should help to
reduce the frequency and severity of crises, as well as
the need for more and bigger rescue packages.”
That new focus finds Koehler’s vision of the IMF
perfectly in sync with the agenda of U.S. Treasury
Secretary Paul O’Neill, who is leading the Bush
administration’s push for a leaner, more efficient lender.
In his presentation to the IMFC, O’Neill said, “I
envision an IMF that, while sharpening its ability to
respond to financial disruptions swiftly and appropriately,
does so less frequently because it has succeeded in
preventing crises from developing in the first place.”
There had been much speculation as the Bush
administration staffed its Treasury department with a
group of people who had made a variety of anti-IMF
comments in the past. Most notably, the man who will
oversee the IMF at Treasury, John Taylor, once said at
the height of the Asian crisis that he would like the
institution shut down—a position he has since refuted.
But a series of speeches have shown Koehler
and O’Neill are more like two peas in a pod rather
than the strange bedfellows that many had
expected them to be a few months ago.
On Saturday, officials from the Group of Seven
nations—the United States, Japan, Germany, Britain,
France, Italy and Canada—also signaled crisis prevention
should be the IMF’s No. 1 priority. That was a policy
shift since their last meeting in Palermo in February,
when the G7 ministers listed the issue as just one of
many on the IMF’s agenda.
The issue has been on the IMF’s agenda ever
since the global lending institution was accused of
doing too little to spot problems that led to the
Asian crisis. O’Neill has made it top priority since
taking office a few months ago.
Starting with the devaluation of Thailand’s baht
currency in 1997, the crisis eventually ripped through the
region and places as far afield as Brazil and Russia.
The crisis, one of the darkest chapters in the IMF’s
history, made economies fall like dominoes as financial
markets punished countries for creaky banking
sectors, weak exchange regimes and a perception
of government corruption and complacency.
Koehler also said the IMF would monitor financial
markets better with a new department, which he said he
hoped would learn to understand the “irrational
exuberance” of stock markets. The IMF head also said
more work was needed on deciding what role private
investors should play in bailouts.
He said that in exceptional cases when sovereign
bonds had to be restructured, there should be a clear set
of rules—a notion that has much support on Wall
Street, which wants rules to help it better set risk
premiums for emerging markets debt.
Koehler also said fewer conditions should be
attached to IMF loans, a move intended to give
governments more input into their own economic
programs. The thinking is that reforms foisted on

nations by the IMF have less chance of success than
improvements designed by authorities at home.
“Countries cannot do everything overnight,”
Koehler said, adding that loan conditions should
center on critical economic benchmarks that are
key to a country’s success.
Outside, police were expecting demonstrations by just
about 300 protesters, who object to globalization and its
pressure on the poorer economies of the world. The
number was in stark contrast to the IMF and World
Bank’s spring meetings last year when thousands of
protesters descended on the nation’s capital and turned
the few blocks around the lenders’ buildings into a siege
area, leading to hundreds of arrests.
[JR: Am I to understand that the IMF, which is
supposed to be the lender of last resort, is now
considering getting involved with sovereign nation’s
economic situation early on, before they run into
difficulty? I have heard that salaries of many
nations’ Central Bank officials are paid by the IMF,
including the U.S., so it isn’t unreasonable to believe
the IMF should have known first hand the financial
and economic status of any given country before,
during and after the devaluation of Thailand’s baht
currency in 1997. In fact, I would suspect it was the
IMF that forced the devaluation. IMF Managing
Director Horst Koehler should completely reorganize
the IMF and radically change its dictatorial policies
that have virtually destroyed the economies of
numerous nations in Southeast Asia, not to mention
causing even Russia to default on its loans. It is
difficult enough for many countries to sustain
their assets at a profitable level, but when the
IMF policy demands a sovereign nation privatize
its assets by selling them to international
conglomerates to pay its exorbitant debt to the
IMF, it’s a sure recipe for disaster. The IMF
seems to work in collusion with international
speculators to strip sovereign nations of the critical
assets needed for the country’s survival. The puppet
masters will always make their deals or loans with
huge strings attached as any “loan shark” will do.]
ALARM AT SUPERSTATE PLAN
By John Hooper (Berlin), Patrick Wintour (London),
The Guardian—UK, 4/30/01
A blueprint drawn up by Germany’s chancellor,
Gerhard Schröder, putting forward a radical vision
of a federal Europe, last night elicited an appalled
response from Eurosceptics.
It envisages a superstate with its own unelected
ministers, its own indirectly elected president and a twochamber parliament with full control over public spending.
The plan creates a huge headache for Tony Blair
and Robin Cook as the prime minister and his foreign
secretary gear up for a general election. It will allow
the Conservatives to claim that the government’s
friends in Europe are working on ideas which would
make a mockery of national sovereignty.
By a coincidence that elicited groans from Labour
MPs, the German chancellor’s proposals are to be
discussed by his party colleagues in Berlin next month
on the day Mr. Blair is due to visit the city for a
meeting of the Party of European Socialists.
Francis Maude, the shadow foreign secretary, said:
“We strongly disagree with Chancellor Gerhard Schröder,
but at least he has the courage of his convictions.
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“Tony Blair doesn’t want to talk about his vision of
the EU because he knows how out of touch Labour is
on Europe with the mainstream majority of the British
people.” A report in today’s edition of the news
magazine, Der Spiegel, says that the draft envisages
turning the unelected European commission into a
government with wide-ranging powers.
It would be headed by a president chosen by
one or both of the chambers in a remodelled
European parliament. The existing legislature
would become the lower house. The council of
ministers, the existing forum for national
governments, would become an upper house.
National governments would choose representatives
to speak for them in the upper house so that national
leaders like the British prime minister and the French
president would, in effect, become Euro-senators. The
European parliament as a whole would have “full
control” over the central government’s spending.
There was no immediate response from Downing
Street, but proposals to make the council of ministers a
second chamber clash with Mr. Blair’s idea that national
parliamentarians should form a second chamber and act
as a brake on centralisation. Mr. Blair has, however,
supported the idea of developing the council of ministers
and strengthening financial controls over the EU. France
and Spain have both expressed deep reluctance to follow
Germany down the road to a federal Europe. But the
plan is likely to be given a warm reception at the
commission. And it holds out to Mr. Schröder the
tantalising prospect of a place in history as the spiritual
father of a united continent.
Mr. Schröder’s plan for a superstate is contained in
one of five policy papers being prepared for the
conference in November of his Social Democratic Party
(SPD). The chancellor took personal responsibility for
the preparation of the paper that deals with Europe.
[JR: Isn’t it amazing that the great industrial
powers have been fighting for and promoting
democracy throughout the world for nearly a
century. Now Europe wants to set itself up as a
superstate where the people won’t be electing the
hierarchy of this EU, that will basically control
their lives. Not only will Europeans lose their
sovereignty but they may also lose their right to
elect their own leaders. To rule without the
consent of the people allows for corruption to
flourish and totalitarianism to develop and result
in the suppression of the people. Isn’t it ironic
that a German may be designated as the “spiritual
father of a united continent”, which was exactly
what Adolf Hitler was striving for. Only this
time the rest of Europe is ready to fulfill
Hitler’s dream. My, have times changed.]
TORY WARNS BUSH TEAM
OF ANTI-US MOOD IN EU
By Toby Harnden (Washington),
Telegraph—UK, 4/26/01
ANTI-AMERICANISM is rising at such an
alarming rate in Europe that it threatens to “strike at
the heart” of the transatlantic relationship, Francis
Maude, the shadow foreign secretary, has warned.
If this “extremism” is not resisted, Mr. Maude
told members of the International Republican Institute
on Capitol Hill, it could “drive the United States into
the chill embrace of isolationism”. Mr. Maude took
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his message that the Atlantic partnership was at risk
to the White House, where he met Vice-President
Dick Cheney for 25 minutes, the highest-level contact
yet between a Tory and the Bush administration.
The push for European integration, he said, was
sowing the seeds of a dangerous rivalry with the
United States. “We see it in the euro, in the European
Defence and Security Policy, in Romano Prodi’s
vision of the European Commission ‘step by step’
behaving like a growing government.”
Mr. Maude’s visit coincided with a sharp increase
in scepticism within the Bush administration about the
benefits of the Anglo-French inspired Euro force. Mr.
Cheney, Richard Armitage, Deputy Secretary of State,
and Mr. Wolfowitz, number two at the Pentagon, all
expressed growing concern that the proposed force
could seriously undermine NATO.
American doubts have been heightened by the
appointment of Gen Gustav Hagglund of Finland—a
non-NATO country—to chair the EU’s permanent
military committee and comments by Gen Jean-Pierre
Kelche, France’s Chief of Defence Staff.
Mr. Maude also met Condoleezza Rice,
President Bush’s National Security Adviser, and her
deputy, Stephen Hadley.
[JR: What did they expect when they
established the EU, which is designed to be an
economic and military power in competition
with the U.S. The intent of the EU is to detach
itself from its dependency on the U.S. and raise
it up to be an equal. Of course there will be
rivalry and an Anti-American thrust to remove
our presence and influence in Europe. Europe
has always regarded the U.S. as a young,
inexperienced stepchild, even though the U.S.
has defended, supported and protected Europe
for nearly a century. I guess in the eyes of a
parent, an offspring will never be as wise as
the parent, even when the parent becomes so
senile they cannot function without assistance
from their children.]

effectively stepping aside as President.
While many analysts say Mr. Abdurrahman has
left his run too late to stitch up a last-minute deal
with the Vice-President, a compromise deal may be
far more preferable to pursuing the rocky twomonth road to impeachment.
If the PDI-P pushes for impeachment, party
members are concerned that it could be a rough ride,
fearing that one of Mr.. Abdurrahman’s strategies is
to expose the shady business dealings of Ms.
Megawati’s husband, Mr. Taufik Kiemas.
But an even bigger concern is that without some
sort of compromise deal, Indonesia is set for a painful
war of attrition, with a relentlessly declining rupiah,
economic growth taking a nose-dive and mass violence
persistently threatening to burst onto the streets.
There would be little progress on the economic
front as the IMF is unlikely to conclude its
agreement and disburse any loans until Indonesia
has a stable government.
But even as negotiations for a compromise
government possibly begin, Indonesia is set for a
rudderless couple of months.
Yesterday’s censure effectively disempowers
Mr. Abdurrahman, making it impossible for his
Cabinet to command any kind of power, and
brings the government to a virtual standstill.
On top of this, there is little chance that
separatist violence, sectarian clashes, and general
lawlessness from a population increasingly taking
the law into its own hands are likely to subside.
[JR: The turmoil and corruption in governments
throughout the world is a reflection of today’s
world of power and greed. Although the grab for
power, greed and corruption seems to be prevalent
at this time in Southeast Asia (Philippines,
Indonesia, PNG, et al.) it is growing more common
in all parts of the world and not just in Third
World countries. The World Bank and the IMF
are the major contributors to this growing
problem as the emphases are placed on assets and
economics and not what is best for the people and
their country. Until governments and leaders
begin to place people first, our society will never
turn away from corruption and violence.]

INDONESIAN GOVERNMENT
AT VIRTUAL STANDSTILL
By Marianne Kearney,
STRAITS TIMES (Indonesia Bureau), 5/1/01
JAKARTA—As Vice-President Megawati
Sukarnoputri’s legislators lobbed their strongest shot
yet against President Abdurrahman Wahid, acting as
shock troops in the attack on him, party members
alike claim the attack was an attempt to persuade him
that the game was up and resignation was his only
sensible choice.
But given the President’s well-known appetite for
tough fights, a quiet resignation is unlikely.
Therefore, yesterday’s clear warning that Ms.
Megawati’s PDI-P would push for impeachment,
appears to be part of the elaborate play in convincing
Mr. Abdurrahman to begin negotiations to hand over
the reigns.
As one commentator wryly noted, Mr.
Abdurrahman will be forced to start living in a
grounded reality rather than the virtual reality he has
inhabited until now.
The harsh light of reality leaves him with two
unsavoury choices—be pushed out of office or
hand over executive power to Ms. Megawati,

UN WANTS GLOBAL GUN BAN
NewsMax.com, 4/27/01
The UN is after Americans’ Second Amendment
gun rights—it wants gun ownership banned in the
U.S., and it’s not going to stop until it gets its way.
That’s the warning from the National Rifle
Association’s Wayne LaPierre, who reveals that
“for the first time in the history of the world, a
United Nations conference has set its sights on
global
disarmament—disarming
citizens
worldwide—including you and me.”
At an 11-day meeting beginning July 9 at UN
headquarters in New York, every extremist anti-gun
group in the world will show up at a summit on
“small arms”, where the delegates will attempt to
create a global standard of gun control, banning
civilian firearms ownership worldwide.
Their aim, LaPierre warns, is “to bring the
nightmare of England, Australia and Canada into
our country and our homes.”
Those nations, along with South Africa and
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others, have caved in to international pressure and
severely restricted civilian gun ownership. Canada has
gone so far as to make handgun ownership a felony.
As a result, crime rates in England and Australia have
skyrocketed since the gun limits went into effect,
once again proving the truth of the old saying that if
guns are outlawed only outlaws will have guns.
While the UN has no power to force the U.S.
to ban gun ownership, it can, with the enthusiastic
help of the foreign and domestic anti-self-defense
media, create a powerful international movement to
shame the U.S. into junking the Second Amendment
rights of private gun ownership.
“You and I won’t go one day without hearing
that the rest of the world is banning guns and it’s
time for the U.S. to get in line and do the same,”
LaPierre wrote.
As a prelude to this frightening gathering of
anti-self-defense fanatics, a number of proposals
have already been advanced at various UN forums.
Among them:
Strategies to reduce the number of guns in
private hands that include mandating a maximum
one-gun-per-person rule;
A ban on possession of handguns by anyone
other than government officials and target shooters
who would be forced to store their weapons at
shooting ranges;
Worldwide licensing of firearms registered in a
vast UN computer bank.
“The bottom line is that international gun banners
want every gun—every single gun worldwide—to be
under UN and government control,” warns LaPierre.
“And that includes your rifle, your shotgun, your
handgun, and even family heirlooms that have been
handed down from generation to generation.”
LaPierre urges Americans to contact Sen. Jesse
Helms, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, and express their outrage at this latest
UN power grab.
Helms, he notes, is already on record as deploring
the UN’s anti-gun project. He wrote a letter to the
U.S. Agency for International Development in 1999 in
which he described the UN gun ban project: nothing
less that a brazen international expansion of the
[Clinton-Gore] domestic gun control agenda.”
[JR: This is just another of the many
socialist agendas of the UN. It is always touted
that this group or that organization is bent on
changing the mandates of our Constitution, in
this case, junking the Second Amendment
rights of private gun ownership. There have
been hundreds of laws and unconstitutional
legislation passed that have conflicted with our
constitutional rights and yet they are still being
enforced. How much of our Constitution do you
think is still intact today and who will stand
beside you to challenge these unconstitutional
acts? Think about it. Does it really matter
what our Constitution says when our controllers
can manipulate the minds of the masses and
convince them to violate their own God-given
rights? Don’t expect God to turn things around
for us. It is not His job—it is ours! God gave
us the power to decide for self and He will
accept our decision, even though it may destroy
what God has created for us.
We are
responsible for our actions so don’t blame God
for what happens to us.]
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NEW KIND OF MONEY
APPEARS IN HUNTINGTON BEACH
By Tariq Malik, Los Angeles Times, 4/3/01
News from Huntington Beach
in the Times Community Newspapers.
Three businesses are serving as redemption centers
for American Liberty Currency (ALC).
HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIFORNIA—A new
kind of currency has appeared here and could give U.S.
greenbacks a run for their money if it catches on.
American Liberty Currency, an alternative form
of money offered by a politically oriented national
organization, has popped up in three Surf City
businesses that serve as redemption centers.
“What we’re basically trying to do is abolish the
Federal Reserve,” said Nick Jesson, whose electronics
business in the 7000 block of Talbert Avenue is also a
redemption center. “The currency in the [Federal]
reserve is nothing, backed by nothing, and we
want a currency with gold or silver behind it.”
American Liberty money comes in coin or bill
form—denominations of $1, $5 and $10 bear the Statue
of Liberty on them—produced by the National
Organization for the Repeal of the Federal Reserve Act
and Internal Revenue Code [NORFED], which has its
sights set on the Federal Reserve system in use today.
“This is a group of people that feel that our money
should be backed up with some value,” said Bernard van
NotHaus, who spent 23 years creating the currency, which
debuted in 1998. “The Federal Reserve is a privatelyowned system that can manipulate the economy.”
Silver and gold support the American Liberty money,
with $10 worth one Troy ounce of .999 fine silver.
In 1913, the U.S. Congress passed the Federal Reserve
Act authorizing a Federal Reserve banking system to regulate
the country’s money supply. The system is essentially
private—and went off the gold standard domestically
in 1933, abandoning it internationally in 1971.
Tom Wardman, a Los Angeles spokesman for the
National Reserve Bank of San Francisco, said he
wasn’t aware of American Liberty Currency, let alone
its presence in Southern California.
Resident Norm Westwell presented American
Liberty money to the public at-large during recent City
Council meetings and said the feedback he’s received
has not been unanimous, but positive.
“I’ve met very little resistance when using
American Liberty,” he said. “And I’ve had more
people accept the bills, than not.”
Alternative currency is nothing new to the economy.
In 1990, the HOUR began circulating in Ithaca, N.Y.
setting a value of $10 for an hour of labor. In Northern
California’s Mendocino County nine years later, cities
began using Self-sufficient Ecological Economy
Development to encourage community spending.
There are about 60 different types of local currency,
used in a small area, in use throughout the United States.
“The difference between those types, and American
Liberty Currency, is that we’re on a national scale,” van
NotHaus said. “But the country is actually our
community, as it relates to the countries of the world.”
Please consider becoming a Redemption Center in
your local area. Additional information is available from
the sender of this E-mail [flyp51:First flyp51:Last].
Or by snail mail, send to NORFED—Attn: Pep
Stofen—187 Highland Dr.—Leesburg, FL 34788-2727
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NEVADA LEGISLATURE—2001
By Ron Kirzinger, 5/5/01
Nevada’s legislature sits every two years, in the
odd years, to effect changes to its existing statutes.
While most citizens largely ignore such legislative
changes except as they are reported in the major
media, we will take this opportunity to keep you
apprised of pending changes in the law through this
important “minor media” outlet. (Please note that the
changes discussed in this article are not yet final and
are currently known as Senate Bill 51, which has
been passed by the Senate on April 18 by a vote of
21-0 and referred to the Committee on Judiciary. It
is due to go to the Assembly Judiciary on May 9.)
As shown in The Nevada Corporation Manual and
in Budget’s “Tip of the Week”, even very subtle
distinctions in the statutes can make a world of
difference in the operation of a “creature of statute” such
as a Nevada corporation. This article will serve to
provide you with a “heads up” as to pending changes due
to be put into effect shortly, by the looks of things.
Please note that the contents of this article do not
constitute “legal advice” and shall not be construed in
that manner. This is merely a kind of “citizens’ watch”.
A complete evaluation of SB51 is beyond the scope
of this brief article, so we are left with touching here
and there on those items that we perceive might present,
potentially, the greatest impact. Thank goodness for the
modern computer, which makes it possible to quickly
search for key terms in a lengthy document!
For those who possess The Nevada Corporation
Manual or have diligently followed the “Tip of the Week”
presentations, you will be aware that there are several key
statutes that have been discussed at length:
1) NRS 78.105, regarding maintenance of records
at the registered office;
2) NRS 78.197, which allows a corporation to confer
the rights of a stockholder on a debt-holder;
3) NRS 78.257, which makes it a gross
misdemeanor for anyone exercising “rights of
inspection” to try to use corporate records for
purposes contrary to the interests of the
stockholders;
4) NRS 78.7502, regarding mandatory and
discretionary indemnification of corporate
personnel.
Of these, other than some relatively
inconsequential changes to NRS 78.257 (e.g. the
word “extracts” changed to “copies”) there are no
substantial changes to report.
Next we checked other key provisions, such as:
1) NRS 78.035-78.045, regarding required,
permissible and prohibited provisions in the
articles of incorporation;
2) NRS 78.060, which allows a corporation to hold
property anywhere;
3) NRS 78.115-78.116, regarding changes in the
numbers of directors;
4) NRS 78.195-78.196, relating to classes and
series of stock; and
5) NRS 78.315, upon which resolutions of the
board of directors are based.
None of these statutory provisions have been altered
in any significant way either.

Significant Changes: C Corporations
Three significant changes in the statutes governing C
corporations have been selected and conclusions are
highlighted in bolded text.
The first significant change is an amendment to NRS
78.175 (text being revised is shown in [square brackets]
and text that has been added is non-italicized):
NRS 78.175 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
78.175 1. The secretary of state shall notify, by
letter addressed to its resident agent, each
corporation deemed in default pursuant to NRS
78.170. The notice must be accompanied by a
statement indicating the amount of the filing fee,
penalties and costs remaining unpaid. On the
first day of the [ninth month following] second
anniversary of the month in which the filing was
required, the charter of the corporation is
revoked and its right to transact business is
forfeited....
At present, a corporation goes into “revoked” status
when the required list filing is 9 months late. With this
amendment, “revoked” status will not apply until a
corporation is 2 YEARS behind in the filing of its
annual list of officers and directors. (This applies to
LLCs also.)
The next notable amendment relates to “uncertificated
stock”—i.e. the issuance of stock without any provision
for a printed certificate:
NRS 78.235 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
78.235 1. Except as otherwise provided in
subsection 4, every stockholder is entitled to
have a certificate, signed by officers or agents
designated by the corporation for the purpose,
certifying the number of shares owned by him in
the corporation....
... 4. [A corporation may provide in its] Unless
otherwise provided in the articles of
incorporation or [in its bylaws for] bylaws, the
board of directors may authorize the issuance of
uncertificated shares of some or all of the shares
of any or all of its classes or series. The
issuance of uncertificated shares has no effect
on existing certificates for shares until
surrendered to the corporation, or on the
respective rights and obligations of the
stockholders. Unless otherwise provided by a
specific statute, the rights and obligations of
stockholders are identical whether or not their
shares of stock are represented by certificates.
5. Within a reasonable time after the issuance
or transfer of shares without certificates, the
corporation shall send the stockholder a written
statement containing the information required on
the certificates pursuant to subsection 1. At least
annually thereafter, the corporation shall
provide to its stockholders of record, a written
statement confirming the information contained
in the informational statement previously sent
pursuant to this subsection.
6. Unless otherwise provided in the articles of
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incorporation or bylaws, a corporation may issue
a new certificate of stock or, if authorized by
the board of directors pursuant to subsection 4,
uncertificated shares in place of a certificate
previously issued by it and alleged to have been
lost, stolen or destroyed. A corporation may
require an owner or legal representative of an
owner of a lost, stolen or destroyed certificate
to give the corporation a bond or other security
sufficient to indemnify it against any claim that
may be made against it for the alleged loss, theft
or destruction of a certificate, or the issuance of
a new certificate or uncertificated shares.
While subsection 6 is entirely new, the main
thrust of this change is in the first sentence of
subsection 4. Up until now a corporation “could”
provide for uncertificated shares in its articles or
bylaws. With this amendment, a Nevada
corporation is assumed to have the right to
work with uncertificated shares UNLESS the
articles or bylaws prohibit that right.
Many of you with existing Nevada corporations
might have bylaws that state something like this:
Every stockholder shall be entitled to have a
certificate signed by the President or a VicePresident and the Treasurer or an Assistant
Treasurer, or the Secretary or an Assistant Secretary
of the corporation, certifying the number of shares
owned by him in the corporation.
CHECK YOUR BYLAWS. If they contain this
provision—and you prefer to have the ability to work
with uncertificated stock—you will need a corporate
resolution with verbiage similar to this:
“It is hereby RESOLVED that pursuant to
recent changes effected in NRS 78.235, any
provision in the bylaws entitling stockholders to
have a certificate is rescinded.”
Please note that “uncertificated” does NOT mean
“unregistered” or “unrecorded”. Any issuance of stock
should still be recorded in your stock ledger.
The third amendment worthy of bringing to
your attention in the statutes regarding C
corporations relates to NRS 78.330:
NRS 78.330 is hereby amended to read as
follows:
78.330 1. Unless elected pursuant to NRS
78.320, directors of every corporation must
be elected at the annual meeting of the
stockholders by a plurality of the votes cast
at the election. Unless otherwise provided in
this chapter or in the bylaws, the board of
directors has the authority to set the date,
time and place for the annual meeting of the
stockholders. If for any reason directors are
not elected pursuant to NRS 78.320 or at the
annual meeting of the stockholders, they may
be elected at any special meeting of the
stockholders which is called and held for that
purpose. Unless otherwise provided in the
articles of incorporation or bylaws, each
director holds office after the expiration of his
term until his successor is elected and
qualified, or until he resigns or is removed....
We have selected this amendment as
noteworthy because it thoroughly reinforces a
major working presumption: In cases where no
stock has been issued and there are no annual
meetings of the stockholders, directors of Nevada
corporations may hold office indefinitely.

Significant Changes: LLCs
There are a LOT of interesting changes to the
Chapter 86 statutes affecting LLCs [Limited-Liability
Company] and a thorough analysis is far beyond what
can be presented herein but let’s just skip through a
few so you might get the general flavor.
Section 38 of SB51 makes a brand new provision for
something called a “noneconomic member” of an LLC:
Sec. 38. “Noneconomic member” means a
member of a limited-liability company who:
1. Does not own a member’s interest in the
company;
2. Does not have an obligation to contribute
capital to the company;
3. Does not have a right to participate in or
receive distributions of profits of the
company or an obligation to contribute to
the losses of the company; and
4. May have voting rights and other rights and
privileges given to noneconomic members of
the company by the articles of organization
or operating agreement.
Read that last provision again: It spells out
CONTROL of a corporation without ownership. This
is really interesting! Let’s say the operating agreement,
which is not a matter of public record, specifies that you
as a “noneconomic member” may have control of the
LLC, which consists of a number of members—each of
which could be a PRIVATE C corporation. Yes, it looks
like there are definite possibilities here.
Another major addition to Chapter 86 (LLCs) is
contained in Section 41:
Sec. 41. The articles of organization or
operating agreement of a limited-liability
company may create classes of members or
managers, define their relative rights, powers
and duties, and may authorize the creation, in the
manner provided in the operating agreement, of
additional classes of members or managers with
the relative rights, powers and duties as may
from time to time be established, including,
without limitation, rights, powers and duties
senior to existing classes of members or managers.
The articles of organization or operating
agreement may provide that any member, or
class or group of members, has voting rights
that differ from other classes or groups.
Again, this is an all-new addition to the existing
statutes. Up until now all members were considered
equal in rights but here we have a provision for
establishing “relative rights” of the members or managers.
This amendment appears to provide for an LLC to
have something akin to “officers”—by any other
name—similar to the officers of a C corporation.
Sections 43 to 46 make provisions for any member
of an LLC (including a “noneconomic member”) to
initiate legal action on behalf of the LLC, even when the
managers with authority to do so do not act.
Section 47 is also VERY interesting:
Sec. 47. Subject to the constitution of this state:
1. The laws of the state, pursuant to which a
foreign limited-liability company is
organized, govern its organization, internal
affairs and the liability of its managers and
members; and
2. A foreign limited-liability company may not
be denied registration by reason of any
difference between the laws of the state of
organization and the laws of this state.
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On the surface of things, this addition to NRS
86 merely allows an LLC formed within another
jurisdiction to operate within Nevada according to
the rules of its state of domicile. But it strikes us
that perhaps the reason Nevada is being so
gracious to foreign LLCs is so that Nevada LLCs
might have the benefits of Nevada statutes
even when they do business in foreign
jurisdictions, in a reciprocal arrangement.
NRS 86.491 contains some noteworthy additions:
... 2. Except as otherwise provided in the
articles of organization or operating
agreement, the death, retirement, resignation,
expulsion, bankruptcy, dissolution or
dissociation of a member or any other event
affecting the member does not:
(a) Terminate the status of the person as
a member; or
(b) Cause the limited-liability company to be
dissolved or its affairs to be wound up.
3. Except as otherwise provided in the articles
of organization or operating agreement, upon the
death of a natural person who is the sole
member of a limited-liability company, the status
of the member, including the member’s interest,
may pass to the heirs, successors and assigns of
the member by will or applicable law. The heir,
successor or assign of the member’s interest
becomes a substituted member pursuant to NRS
86.351, subject to administration as provided by
applicable law, without the permission or consent
of the heirs, successors or assigns.
Much as we have done with C corporations
through provisions for alternate directors to ensure
continuity of corporate directorship in the event of
death or incapacitation, it is now quite possible
for a member of an LLC to simply be replaced
by a “substituted member”. In addition, though,
it appears that if a corporation that is a member of
an LLC dissolves—that does not terminate its
status as a member. Something tells us that LLCs
could end up with some “ghostly” members,
which seems a little weird and wonderful at the
same time. This is really opening up some
amazing possibilities!
Significant Changes: Mergers
NRS 92A relates to Mergers and Exchanges of
Interest and it is here that some of the most amazing
changes are being put into effect. Do you have a
California entity (or any entity from any jurisdiction
foreign to Nevada) that you might want to convert into
a Nevada entity? Do you have a C corporation that you
might want to convert into an LLC? Would you consider
converting your general partnership into an LLC? Think
not? You might change your mind after thinking on the
possibilities presented by these additions to Nevada’s
statutes.
As you read this section, keep in mind that these are
all-new provisions of the law. Somebody certainly had
something in mind in enacting them. Let’s see if we
can see what they’re up to (emphasis added):
Sec. 75. Chapter 92A of NRS is hereby amended
by adding thereto the provisions set forth as
sections 76 to 82, inclusive, of this act.
Sec. 76. “Domestic general partnership” means
a general partnership governed by the provisions
of Chapter 87 of NRS.
Sec. 77. “Resulting entity” means, with respect
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to a conversion, the entity that results from
conversion of the constituent entity.
Sec. 78. 1. Except as limited by NRS 78.411 to
78.444, inclusive, one domestic general
partnership or one domestic entity, except a
domestic nonprofit corporation, may convert
into a different type of entity if the plan of
conversion is approved pursuant to the
provisions of this chapter.
2. The plan of conversion must be in writing
and set forth the:
(a) Name of the constituent entity and the
proposed name for the resulting entity;
(b) Address of the constituent entity and the
resulting entity;
(c) Jurisdiction of the law that governs the
constituent entity;
(d) Jurisdiction of the law that will govern the
resulting entity;
(e) Terms and conditions of the conversion;
(f) Manner and basis of converting the
owner’s interest or the interest of a partner
in a general partnership of the constituent
entity into owner’s interests, rights of
purchase and other securities in the
resulting entity; and
(g) Full text of the constituent documents of the
resulting entity.
3. The plan of conversion may set forth other
provisions relating to the conversion.
Sec. 79. Unless otherwise provided in the
partnership agreement, all partners must approve
a plan of conversion involving a domestic
general partnership.
Sec. 80. 1. One foreign entity or foreign
general partnership may convert into one
domestic entity if:
(a) The conversion is permitted by the law of
the jurisdiction governing the foreign entity
or foreign general partnership and the
foreign entity or foreign general partnership
complies with that law in effecting the
conversion;
(b) The foreign entity or foreign general
partnership complies with the applicable
provisions of section 81 of this act and, if it
is the resulting entity in the conversion, with
NRS 92A.210 to 92A.240, inclusive; and
(c) The domestic entity complies with the
applicable provisions of NRS 92A.120,
92A.140 and 92A.165 and sections 78 and
79 of this act and, if it is the resulting
entity in the conversion, with NRS
92A.210 to 92A.240, inclusive, and
section 81 of this act.
2. When the conversion takes effect, the
resulting foreign entity in a conversion shall
be deemed to have appointed the secretary of
state as its agent for service of process in a
proceeding to enforce any obligation. Service
of process must be made personally by
delivering to and leaving with the secretary of
state duplicate copies of the process and the
payment of a fee of $25 for accepting and
transmitting the process. The secretary of
state shall send one of the copies of the
process by registered or certified mail to the
resulting entity at its specified address, unless
the resulting entity has designated in writing
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to the secretary of state a different address
for that purpose, in which case it must be
mailed to the last address so designated.
Sec. 81. 1. After a plan of conversion is
approved as required by this chapter, if the
resulting entity is a domestic entity, the
constituent entity shall deliver to the secretary of
state for filing:
(a) Articles of conversion setting forth:
(1) The name and jurisdiction of
organization of the constituent entity
and the resulting entity; and
(2) That a plan of conversion has been
adopted by the constituent entity in
compliance with the law of the
jurisdiction governing the constituent
entity.
(b) The following constituent document of the
domestic resulting entity:
(1) If the resulting entity is a domestic
corporation, the articles of
incorporation;
(2) If the resulting entity is a domestic
limited partnership, the certificate of
limited partnership;
(3) If the resulting entity is a domestic
limited-liability company, the articles of
organization; or
(4) If the resulting entity is a domestic
business trust, the certificate of trust.
2. After a plan of conversion is approved as
required by this chapter, if the resulting entity is
a foreign entity, the constituent entity shall
deliver to the secretary of state for filing articles
of conversion setting forth:
(a) The name and jurisdiction of organization of
the constituent entity and the resulting entity;
(b) That a plan of conversion has been adopted
by the constituent entity in compliance with
the laws of this state; and
(c) The address of the resulting entity where
copies of process may be sent by the
secretary of state.
3. If the entire plan of conversion is not set
forth in the articles of conversion, the filing
party must include in the articles of conversion
a statement that the complete executed plan of
conversion is on file at the registered office or
principal place of business of the resulting entity
or, if the resulting entity is a domestic limited
partnership, the office described in paragraph
(a) of subsection 1 of NRS 88.330.
4. If the conversion takes effect on a later date
specified in the articles of conversion pursuant
to NRS 92A.240, the constituent document filed
with the secretary of state pursuant to paragraph
(b) of subsection 1 must state the name and the
jurisdiction of the constituent entity and that the
existence of the resulting entity does not begin
until the later date.
5. Any documents filed with the secretary of
state pursuant to this section must be
accompanied by the required fees.
Sec. 82. 1. Any undomesticated organization
may become domesticated in this state as a
domestic entity by:
(a) Paying the required fees to the secretary of
state; and
(b) Filing with the secretary of state:
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(1) Articles of domestication which
must be executed in compliance
with subsection 6; and
(2) The appropriate constituent document in
compliance with the provisions of all
applicable statutes governing the
appropriate domestic entity.
2. The articles of domestication must set
forth the:
(a) Date when and the jurisdiction where the
undomesticated organization was first
formed, incorporated, organized or
otherwise created;
(b) Name of the undomesticated organization
immediately before filing the articles of
domestication;
(c) Name and type of domestic entity as set
forth in its constituent document pursuant to
subsection 1; and
(d) Jurisdiction that constituted the principal
place of business or central administration
of the undomesticated organization, or any
other equivalent thereto pursuant to
applicable law, immediately before filing
the articles of domestication.
3. Upon filing the articles of domestication and
constituent document with the secretary of state,
the undomesticated organization is domesticated
in this state as the domestic entity described in
the constituent document filed pursuant to
subsection 1. The existence of the domestic
entity begins on the date the undomesticated
organization began its existence in the
jurisdiction in which the undomesticated
organization was first formed, incorporated,
organized or otherwise created.
4. The domestication of any undomesticated
organization does not affect any obligations or
liabilities of the undomesticated organization
incurred before its domestication.
5. The filing of the constituent document of the
domestic entity filed pursuant to subsection 1
does not affect the choice of law applicable to
the undomesticated organization. From the date
the constituent document of the domestic entity
is filed, the law of this state applies to the
domestic entity to the same extent as if the
undomesticated organization was organized and
created as a domestic entity on that date.
6. Before filing articles of domestication, the
domestication must be approved in the manner
required by:
(a) The document, instrument, agreement or
other writing governing the internal affairs
of the undomesticated organization and the
conduct of its business; and
(b) Applicable foreign law.
7. When a domestication becomes effective, all
rights, privileges and powers of the
undomesticated organization, all property owned
by the undomesticated organization, all debts
due to the undomesticated organization, and all
causes of action belonging to the undomesticated
organization are vested in the domestic entity
and become the property of the domestic entity
to the same extent as vested in the
undomesticated organization immediately before
domestication. The title to any real property
vested by deed or otherwise in the
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undomesticated organization is not reverted or
impaired by the domestication. All rights of
creditors and all liens upon any property of the
undomesticated organization are preserved
unimpaired and all debts, liabilities and duties
of an undomesticated organization that has been
domesticated attach to the domestic entity
resulting from the domestication and may be
enforced against it to the same extent as if the
debts, liability and duties had been incurred or
contracted by the domestic entity.
8. When an undomesticated organization is
domesticated, the domestic entity resulting from
the domestication is for all purposes deemed to
be the same entity as the undomesticated
organization. Unless otherwise agreed by the
owners of the undomesticated organization or as
required pursuant to applicable foreign law, the
domestic entity resulting from the domestication
is not required to wind up its affairs, pay its
liabilities or distribute its assets. The
domestication of an undomesticated
organization does not constitute the dissolution
of the undomesticated organization. The
domestication constitutes a continuation of the
existence of the undomesticated organization in
the form of a domestic entity. If, following
domestication, an undomesticated organization
that has become domesticated pursuant to this
section continues its existence in the foreign
country or foreign jurisdiction in which it was
existing immediately before the domestication,
the domestic entity and the undomesticated
organization are for all purposes a single
entity formed, incorporated, organized or
otherwise created and existing pursuant to the
laws of this state and the laws of the foreign
country or other foreign jurisdiction.
9. As used in this section, “undomesticated
organization” means any incorporated
organization, private law corporation,
whether or not organized for business
purposes, public law corporation, general
partnership, registered limited-liability
partnership, limited partnership or registered
limited-liability limited partnership,
proprietorship, joint venture, foundation,
business trust, real estate investment trust,
common law trust or any other
unincorporated business formed, organized,
created or the internal affairs of which are
governed by the laws of any foreign country
or jurisdiction other than the United States,
the District of Columbia or another state,
territory, possession, commonwealth or
dependency of the United States.
Wow. Like the commercial says: “This
changes EVERYthing.” Nevada hereby invites any
and all comers to domesticate in Nevada. It truly
does look like Nevada is going to be the principal
home of corporate globalism. No, no need to wind
up anything where you are—just clone yourself as
any type of Nevada entity that appeals to you!
We apologize for the “dry” reading but the
impact of these changes is far-reaching and you
may as well have some of the details for easy
reference. Once again, keep in mind that these
amendments are not yet finalized as “the law”—but
they are due to be within a couple of months.
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